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Summary
This technical note contains the rationale, software design, and database descrip-

tions for BATMAN (Battle-Management Assessment System) & ROBIN (Raid Originator Bogie Ingress).

Part I: Rationale
Background

Customary methods for measuring performance either on the job or in the classroom involve instruments which are primarily paper-based or procedures which are
judgmentally very subjective, e.g., check lists, rating scales, mastery demonstrations,
criterion- and domain-referenced tests, critical incidents, disguised or unobstrusive
observations. Many of these methods do not measure real-world, operationally
oriented, job-performance tasks with sufficient fidelity, reliability, and/or validity.
Consequently, evaluation at its best is somewhat suspect, and decisions based upon this
kind of assessment may be erroneous. Better testing techniques are needed for assessing Navy trainees against performance criteria employing tasks functionally similar to
those encountered in operational contexts. One attempt to fulfill this requirement
involves the use of computer technology which is rapidly appearing in a number of
Navy training and testing environments. Although these systems have been used on a
small scale for various courses, widespread use necessitates advanced development of
innovative, state-of-the-art, computer-based testing systems.

BATMAN & ROBIN
BATMAN & ROBIN are being designed and developed to assess how well individuals can allocate, deploy, and manage air, surface, and/or subsurface tactical assets
during simulated sea battles in many warfare areas. Together they form a desk-top,
computer-based, performance-measurement system incorporating high resolution graphics and low level modelling to fill the gap between board games that are run in real or
fictitious time with subjective assessment and inappropriate feedback and very expensive and manhour-intensive, mainframe-based simulators. Two of the major contributions of these dual systems are a very friendly human-computer interface and
automated performance assessment.
Because of the nature of their software (i.e., highly structured, very modular,
practically object-oriented) and databases (i.e., independent of simulation programs,
platforms easily added or deleted, parameters readily alterable), BATMAN & ROBIN
could be used to complement (a) tactical training and testing; (b) assist tactical and
systems development, analysis, and evaluation; (c) and aid tactical planning and decision making. That is, BATMAN & ROBIN lend themselves to the incorporation of
higher fidelity computer models and classified databases. Consequently, these software
systems could also be employed as user friendly frontends to sophisticated simulation
models and complex databases.

vii

Improved capabilities and performance enhancements are presently being added to
BATMAN & ROBIN. The current software release is for demonstration, evaluation,
and feedback purposes only, i.e., beta testing. At this time, these systems are not to be
used for tactical training or testing as well as tactical planning or decision aiding. The
databases are sanitized or unclassified, and platform parameters and computer models
are only approximate.

Part H: Software Design
The second part of the documentation deals with BATMAN & ROBIN software
design philosophy, program composition, Sun graphic utilities, object-definitiondatabase and graphics editors, global data structures, and descriptions of software packages.

Part Ill: Database Descriptions
The third part of the documentation describes BATMAN & ROBIN's objectdefinition, graphic, scenario, and user-performance databases.
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Rationale

BATMAN & ROBIN

Part I: Rationale
1.0

Background

Customary methods for measuring performance either on the job or in the classroom involve
instruments which are primarily paper-based or procedures which are judgmentally very
subjective, e.g., check lists, rating scales, mastery demonstrations, criterion- and domainreferenced tests, critical incidents, disguised or unobtrusive observations, and multiplechoice, completion, true-false, and matching formats. A number of deficiencies exist with
these traditional testing techniques: (a) biased items are generated by different individuals,
(b) item-writing procedures are usually obscure, (c) there is a lack of objective standards for
producing tests, (d) item content is not typically sampled in a systematic manner, (e) there
is often a poor relationship between what is taught and test content, and (f) the infusion of
halo, primacy, and recency effects, stereotypes, and implicit personality theories frequently
distort assessment.
Many of these methods do not measure real-world, operationally oriented, job-performance
tasks with sufficient fidelity and reliability. It is difficult for such instruments to estimate
some job-related performances in functional contexts with adequate validity to warrant
claims of correct assessment. Consequently, evaluation at its best is somewhat suspect, and
decisions based upon this kind of assessment may be erroneous. This could result in either
overtraining which increases costs needlessly, or undertraining which culminates in
unqualified graduates being sent to the fleets. Better testing techniques are needed for
assessing Navy trainees against performance criteria employing tasks functionally similar to
those encountered in operational contexts.
One attempt to fulfill this requirement involves the use of computer technology which is
rapidly appearing in a number of Navy training and testing environments. Although these
systems have been used on a small scale for various courses, widespread use necessitates
advanced development of innovative, state-of-the-art, computer-based testing systems.
Technological and operational problems associated with the pervasive implementation of
these systems to assess performance must be ascertained. However, there is no suitable
knowledge base which can be tapped by the Navy, or others, for developing, evaluating,
selecting, and using computer-based strategies incorporating graphic representations of jobsample tasks.
What is required is a theoretically and empirically grounded technology of producing
procedures for performance assessment which will correct deficiencies associated with
traditional testing techniques as well as provide a sufficient knowledge base for intelligently
using computer-based measurement. State-of-the-art, computer-based systems are needed
to support the preparation, administration, evaluation, and interpretation of operationally
oriented tests. Such systems could provide capabilities for creating and evaluating generic
testing strategies to assess student performance in functional contexts using computerbased graphic simulations, models, or metaphors as well as accessing generalizable and
transferable software tools to implement prescriptive procedures to assist in the
development of job-sample tests. The development, evaluation, and implementation of
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computer-based-test-production systems are needed to determine the degree of support
such technology can give to Navy instructional development personnel and training
managers. The use of automated aids, software tools, and general procedures should result
in noticeably increased effectiveness and efficiency in the performance-test-production
process.
Measurement strategies grounded upon graphic simulations of job-relevant tasks should
permit more accurate and valid evaluation of combat oriented performance since these should
reflect requisite readiness standards and criteria more closely than traditional testing
techniques. The capability to produce improved assessment strategies for use in Navy
readiness training should assist commands in avoiding the twin problems of over training and
under training. The development and implementation of computer-based-performanceassessment systems should sustain and improve the evaluation and estimation of the
combat-effectiveness skills of individuals, teams, and crews. This is especially true in those
situations in readiness and school-house training and testing where exercising job-relevant
skills will be precluded because of the nature of the operational tasks themselves, i.e., they
involve hazards, they are drawn-out over time, and/or they occur infrequently. These
innovative techniques should culminate in better standardization in the output of Navy
training pipelines as well as diagnostic capability for job-sample measurement of the combat
effectiveness of individuals, teams, and crews.
Assessment strategies grounded upon computer-based graphic simulations of job-relevant
tasks should enable more realistic evaluation of operationally oriented performance and
transfer of training than is currently the case. It is expected that these state-of-the-art
systems for assessing students' potential operational performance in functional contexts will
substantially improve the reliability and validity of Navy performance testing. Very few data
are available regarding the psychometric properties of testing strategies using computerbased graphically represented simulations, models, or metaphors (Federico, 1989; Federico
& Liggett,1989; Liggett & Federico, 1986; Little, Maffly, Miller, Setter, & Federico, 1985).
Technical information is needed concerning the accuracy, consistency, sensitivity, fidelity,
and utility of these computer-based assessment schemes compared to more traditional
testing techniques.
2.0

BATMAN & ROBIN

Within this framework, the Battle-Management Assessment System (BATMAN) and its
counterpart, Raid Originator Bogie Ingress (ROBIN), are being created as part of the
Computer-Based Performance Testing project. This advanced development work is
attempting to determine empirically whether some computer-based, graphically represented
job-sample tests significantly improve the state-of-the-art of operationally oriented
performance assessment. BATMAN & ROBIN were designed and developed as a desk-top,
computer-based, perfoimance-measurement system incorporating high resolution graphics
and low level modeling to fill the gap between board games that are run in real or fictitious
time with subjective assessment and inappropriate feedback and very expensive and
manhour-intensive, mainframe-based simulators.
Such a system could complement traditional training and testing techniques by (a) serving as
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an original learning experience, (b) reinforcing instructional objectives that have already been
acquired from other media, (c) evaluating the understanding and use of warfare theories,
principles, rules, and procedures, (d) monitoring, diagnosing, and feeding back gaps in the
decision-making performance, (e) providing insight into the complex cognitive processes
involved in managing battles, and (f) teaching trainees to play different adversarial roles with
multiple conflicting objectives.
ROBIN is a very user friendly, animated, computer-based, graphic simulation, model,
metaphor, or microworld. It was initially designed to allow the creation of a large number of
Red force raids involving different types, numbers, formations, flight paths, and tactics of
missile-launching threat bombers that are attacking a Blue carrier-based task force which
can be located in the many oceans of the world. Subsequently, ROBIN was enhanced to
include different classes of hostile surface and subsurface platforms which can be configured
as several surface action groups (SAGs) and/or wolf packs or plugs. ROBIN permits an
individual who is specifying a scenario or test item to designate the nature and number of
Blue force tactical resources. These will be available to the person who will be subsequently
performing in BATMAN by allocating, deploying, and managing air, surface, and/or
subsurface assets against multiple threats. In addition to a generator, ROBIN includes a
scenario viewer and editor. The viewer allows an individual who has created a scenario to
see it as a testee, student, or other user would see it in BATMAN. The editor permits the
random access of a scenario which has been generated and stored previously for any warfare
area and the modification of it without having to reproduce all of its facets. ROBIN gives the
individual who is generating the scenario the ability to place different planes and weapons on
large or small aircraft carriers, land bases, or battle ships so that these will be presented
later on to the person who is wargaming in BATMAN. ROBIN could also be used as a
scenario generator independently of BATMAN. That is, it could be adapted to frontend Navy
systems such as TACDEW, BFIT, NAVTAG, and REAS.
BATMAN is also a very user friendly, computer-based, animated, graphic simulation or
microworld. It was initially designed to assess how well individuals allocate, deploy, and
manage tactical aircraft for the outer air battle to defend carrier-based task forces against
incoming, missile-launching, Soviet bombers in various warfare theaters yielding many
different scenarios. In BATMAN the task force, consisting of a large or small aircraft carrier
or battle ship and their escort ships and submarines, has to be deployed in a warfare theater
against hostile platforms. Cyclic or flex deck flight operations have to be planned and
executed. Fighters and attack aircraft have to be (a) loaded out with weapons, (b) assigned
to combat air patrols (CAPs) and chainsaws, (c) placed on ready 5, 15, or 30 alerts, (d)
rendezvoused for in-flight refueling, (e) deck launched, and (f) returned to home base.
Tankers and early warning aircraft can be (a) placed on alert states, (b) prepositioned in the
defensive grid, (c) launched and recovered during the battle, and (d) controlled prior to, or
during, the simulated engagement. Fighters can detect and intercept threat aircraft and
missiles; attack aircraft can detect and launch weapons against hostile surface combatants.
Platform status or fixment, radar or sonar coverage, as well as other information, can be
displayed for the individual managing the battle in BATMAN. Multiple carrier-based, battleship-based, or land-based task forces can be created in ROBIN and employed in BATMAN.
BATMAN measures performance automatically and objectively against sixteen criteria
which are immediately fedback to the individual at the end of each scenario, e.g., the average
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distance from the defended point threat aircraft were detected, the percentage of hostile

bombers destroyed, the percentage of aircraft lost because of lack of in-air refueling. These
multivariate performance measures are saved in files by the system for subsequent
statistical analyses, and are available for both formative and summative evaluations of
performance (Bloom, Hastings, & Madaus, 1971). This automated assessment ability has
been expanded to permit performance measurement in multithreat scenarios, i.e.,
simultaneous surface, subsurface, and/or air warfare, involving as many as three Blue carrierbased, battle-ship-based, and/or land-based task forces and several Red SAGs and wolf
packs as well as a very large number of long range bombers and tactical fighters.
The unclassified or sanitized database that BATMAN & ROBIN use to represent different
parameters or characteristics of Blue and Red air, surface, and subsurface platforms together
with their sensor and weapon systems is independent of the software used to execute the
simulation or wargame. This property permits individuals to add, delete, and change easily
and arbitrarily platforms and their corresponding systems employed in the wargame. Also,
this feature facilitates the adoption of existing classified databases. Currently, BATMAN &
ROBIN approximate attributes such as the quantities of fuel different Blue aircraft normally
carry, the amount they use at catapult launch, the rates of fuel consumption at "max
conserve" and full military power. Also, they model at a low level of fidelity radar and sonar
coverage for air, surface, and subsurface Blue platforms, and launch acceptability regions for
missiles together with their associated probability of kills. Red air platforms in BATMAN &
ROBIN have the capabilities to raid in stream or abreast, vary altitude and speed, place chaff
corridors, jam communications, and launch antiship missiles.
With the insertion of a classified database and higher fidelity simulation models, BATMAN
could be used to complement the tactical training and testing of individuals who are in the
pipeline for, or who already are, air warfare officers, air resources officers, tactical action
officers, tactical air and anti-air warfare commanders and coordinators, staff tactical watch
officers, crews of early warning, fighter, and attack aircraft, as well as others who must be
familiar with the conduct of the outer air battle or surface and subsurface warfare on ships,
planes, and submarines. By incorporating complex computer models and a classified
database, BATMAN & ROBIN could also be used to (a) develop and evaluate tactics
themselves, (b) aid tactical planning and decision-making, and (c) assist in the analysis and
appraisal of sensor, weapon, and communications systems. The human-computer interface,
the automated performance-measurement, the independent database, and the software
design contribute to the potential extrapolation and adaptation of BATMAN & ROBIN to
uses which may be obvious to experienced naval officers as well as warfare and system
analysts, but not the originator.
BATMAN & ROBIN are still under deveiopment. Currently, more sophisticated underlying
operational models are being conceptualized and incorporated in BATMAN. These deal with
anti-air, antisubmarine, and electronic warfare as well as a communications network, the
Joint Tactical Information Distribution System. Approximately fifty more aircraft as well as
surface and subsurface combatants for Blue and Red forces, and twenty weapons of different
types, have been added to these systems bringing the total number of platforms and
weapons to about seventy and thirty, respectively. If the user desires, more platforms and
their corresponding weapons and sensors can be easily added, or some deleted, without
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rewriting any of the simulation program because of the modular software and independent
database. Many other improved features and performance enhancements have been
incorporated into BATMAN & ROBIN to better meet Navy and Marine Corps needs. The
present software release is at testbed and transition sites for demonstration, evaluation, and
feedback purposes only. AT THIS TIME, BATMAN & ROBIN ARE NOT TO BE USED
FOR TACTICAL TRAINING OR DECISION AIDING. THE DATABASE EMPLOYED IS
SANITIZED OR UNCLASSIFIED; PLATFORM PARAMETERS AND COMPUTER
MODELS ARE ONLY APPROXIMATE.
Both BATMAN & ROBIN are written in the "C" programming language (Kernighan &
Ritchie, 1978) and run on SUN-4/260C families of computers under SUN's 4.0 release of the
UNIX operating system (McGilton & Morgan, 1983; SunOS Reference Manual, 1988). The
software was designed and developed so that it is structured or layered using independent
modules and object-oriented programming concepts (Stroutstrup, 1988; Wilson, 1988) when
suitable. This was done wherever appropriate to instill the following salient features in the
software: generalizability, transferability, understandability, modifiability, extensibility, and
reusability. The use of generic structures, object-oriented techniques, program modularity,
mnemonic variables, and top-down design made it easier to accommodate these goals.
Flexibility (ease of changing, expanding, and upgrading) of the software was of paramount
importance in this endeavor. These important software features of BATMAN & ROBIN
make it feasible to (a) adapt them readily to generate scenarios involving many distinct
surface, subsurface, air, and land platforms; (b) use them in the training and testing of battle
managers in a number of different warfare areas, e.g., antisubmarine, terrestrial
environments; and (c) adapt them for aiding in the analysis and evaluation of weapon,
sensor, and communication systems assuming that sophisticated and validated computer
models and relevant and widely acceptable databases are used. BATMAN & ROBIN
employ a direct-manipulation, human-computer interface (Hutchins, Hollan, & Norman,
1986; Shneiderman, 1983) where graphic objects, e.g., aircraft or ship silhouettes, are
continuously depicted, moved, and queried by the operator physically moving and clicking a
mouse resulting in immediately visible impact on the icons.
This documentation describes the software design and databases of BATMAN & ROBIN,
version 3.0. It is intended for software engineers familiar with Unix (McGilton & Morgan,
1983; SunOS Reference Manual, 1988), SunView (SunView Programmer's Guide, 1988;
SunView System Programmer's Guide, 1988), and the C programming language (Kernighan
& Ritchie, 1978). Part II of this document covers BATMAN & ROBIN's software design,
including descriptions of the software's data structures and packages. Part III covers
BATMAN & ROBIN's databases, including the Object-Definition, Scenario, Graphics, and
User databases. Follow on documentation will discuss the human-computer interface
(Federico, Bickel, Ulrich, & Bridges, in preparation) and simulation models employed in
BATMAN & ROBIN.
2.1

Notational Conventions

The following notational conventions are used throughout this document:
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Convention

feaning

Bold

UNIX filenames, C package names, Object- Definition
Database parameters, and document section titles are
set in bold type to distinguish them from ordinary text. In
this documentation, "package" is used to refer to a
collection of related C functions and data types grouped
in one or more files.

Italics

Italics are used for the names of C functions and
variables. In addition, italics are occasionally used to
emphasize particular words in the document.

ITALIC CAPITALS

Italic capital letters are used for the names of C data
structures.

Part II: Software Design
3.0

Purpose and Scope

This part of the documentation provides an overview of BATMAN & ROBIN software. It
includes descriptions and diagrams of the system's software packages, data flow, and data
structures, and can be used as an aid by those interested in modifying and enhancing the
system. The next section provides an introduction to the adopted software-design
philosophy, together with some guidelines to follow when attempting to modify the software.
The remaining sections in this part of the documentation describe each software component
of BATMAN & ROBIN, concluding with global data structures and specific packages.
Each software package description contains a list of the functions exported by the package,
thereby providing an overview of the package's interface. For documentation on specific
functions, refer to the commented code in the BATMAN & ROBIN software library in the
directory: /nprde/wargamelbatman. Also, algorithms and interface specifications for each C
function can be found in the directory: /nprdc/wargamefbatman/docs. The files in this
directory are named xxx.d, where xxx is the name of the corresponding C package.
4.0

Introduction

To help provide a better understanding of BATMAN & ROBIN software, this section
outlines the design philosophy and system guidelines.
4.1

Design Philosophy

The intent of the human-computer interface is to provide intuitive ease and flexibility in
constructing and gaming tactical scenarios. To achieve these goals and allow for future
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system expansion, much effort has gone into creating generic data structures, modularized
software, object-oriented-programming style, and functional standards that provide a natural
mapping between the system's human interface and the code-level design. These principles
of the interface and the software packages should be maintained by all persons interested in
contributing to this system.
4.2

Software Caveats

Before attempting to modify the software, be aware of the following:

4.3

"

BATMAN & ROBIN are currently under development. Modifications and
enhaiicements are made continually. Changes made by others will not be
supported by the original developers. These include alterations to (a) the directmanipulation human-computer interface, (b) the format and contents of scenario
data files generated by ROBIN and executed by BATMAN, (c) the algorithms,
code, and databases involved in platform behavior, (d) the database editing tools,
(e) the windowing system's structural design, (f) the code and databases used
for displaying maps, and (g) the grid coordinate system.

*

BATMAN & ROBIN form a complex system. Tuning the software to run
efficiently with different databases and algorithms requires an understanding of
several components. Software modifications may appear feasible, but without
knowing the limitations of the graphics and computational structures, they may
become burdensome or impossible tasks. Many of these issues are beyond the
scope of this document and direct consultation with the developers is advisable.

*

Contact NPRDC before changing BATMAN & ROBIN. Many modifications may
have already been scheduled for a future date, rejected because of limited
customer interest, or suspended because of technical problems in the system's
design.

Guidelines for Adding a Computer Model

BATMAN & ROBIN software has been designed and developed as a generalizable, objectoriented, modular system. This readily lends itself to the addition of other computer models
to increase the level of fidelity or functionality of BATMAN & ROBIN. To successfully
incorporate a new simulation model, some programming guidelines must be followed,
specifically:
*

The added model must be written in a language compatible with the C
programming language and the Sun-4 series computers, such as FORTRAN 77 or
Pascal.

•

The new model must consist of functions with well defined software interfaces
that are independent of, and compatible with, BATMAN's existing simulation
models.

*

Any input data the added model requires must be completely separate from the
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existing BATMAN & ROBIN databases.
* Any output produced by the new model must be initialized and generated
independently from BATMAN's output.
•

The computer model must not require any user interaction, and it must operate
only on data from files or parameters passed to it from BATMAN.

" For the mouse to track smoothly, it must be serviced once every 15 milliseconds.
To accommodate this requirement, the model's calculations must be sectioned
into reasonable pieces so it can return to BATMAN within this time interval.
* If the simulation model requires functional changes to the existing BATMAN
software, these changes must be coordinated with, and performed by, NPRDC.
It is recommended that the added computer model's interfaces or hooks in BATMAN &
ROBIN software be written by NPRDC. Since NPRDC is intimately familiar with the
software, these interfaces can be implemented efficiently and effectively. Moreover, it
eliminates the need for the modeler to have extensive knowledge of the internals of
BATMAN & ROBIN.
Because the complexity of simulation models vary dramatically, NPRDC cannot be
responsible for the performance of BATMAN & ROBIN after these models have been
incorporated. The current version of the software has been highly optimized for speed.
Adding a compute-intensive model will likely degrade BATMAN's performance.
5.0

Software Composition

BATMAN & ROBIN are composed of four databases: Object-Definition, Graphics,
Scenarios, and Users; and three processes: BATMAN & ROBIN, Object-Definition, and
Graphics Editors. This software composition is illustrated in Figure 1.
Although BATMAN & ROBIN are truly one process, they are often conceptually considered
as two separate processes, as in Figure 1, since they serve specific purposes.
The Object-Definition Editor is used to create and modify the attributes of objects in the
Object-Definition Database, e.g., the fuel-consumption rates of air platforms. The Graphics
Editor is used to create and modify BATMAN & ROBIN's icons. ROBIN is used to create
and modify simulated scenarios that BATMAN will later present to its users. The Sun
Graphic Utilities are used to provide a friendly interface to BATMAN & ROBIN. For a more
detailed description of the databases, refer to Part II: Database Descriptions.
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Figure 1. BATMAN & ROBIN Software Composition
6.0

Sun Graphic Utilities

For comprehensive understanding of BATMAN & ROBIN software, the reader must be
familiar with the SunView programming environment (SunView Programmer's Guide, 1988;
SunView System Programmer's Guide, 1988; Pixrect Reference Manual, 1988). The tools
provided by SunView are incorporated throughout BATMAN & ROBIN, and often dictate
the design of the system. This section will provide a brief overview of some of the SunView
features used by BATMAN & ROBIN.
BATMAN & ROBIN incorporate three SunView window types: Frame, Canvas, and Panel.
The Frame is a parental window serving as a border for the Canvasses and Panels. The
Canvasses are the background windows where the maps, grid, and platforms are drawn. All
other windows in BATMAN & ROBIN are Panels. The Panel is an operator-interface
mechanism that allows the programmer to create icon and pull-down menus, button
selections, and slider, text, and cycle items. Figure 2 provides an example of these window
types. Note that BATMAN & ROBIN do not use any SunView Sub-Frames because they
require an extra UNIX device.
When an application creates a SunView Panel, it must define the characteristics and location
of the Panel. Items can then be assigned to the Panel. Just like the Panel itself, each item
within the Panel has its own characteristics and location. Each Panel item which can receive
user input (e.g., a choice item labeled with an icon of an F-14 fighter) is assigned a notify
function that is executed when the Panel item receives the appropriate user input from the
mouse.
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The SunView notifier (SunView Programmer's Guide, 1988) is a package of interrupt-driven
functions that manage window input and output, and execute user-specified processes. User
input, window drawing, and other window events are processed and routed to the
appropriate window by the notifier. If a Panel receives an input event, it will route it to the
appropriate Panel-item's notify routine. Figure 3 illustrates this process.
This is an important concept since it greatly influences the structure of SunView applications.
Many of BATMAN & ROBIN's features are partitioned into Panel create functions and
Panel notify functions.
suntool, sunwindow, and pixrect libraries contain the SunView graphics and windowing
functions. They must be linked with BATMAN & ROBIN's object code.

Application Code

SunView

Set Notifier

Notify function

Input

for Item

Notify funtion
for Item 2
I

Keybonart
Inpu
I

Figure 3. SunView Notifier
7.0

Object-Definition Database Editor

The Object-Definition database is implemented as an ASCII text file. Any word processor
that creates strict ASCII files can be used as the Object-Definition Database Editor. The
developers have used the vi editor, a standard Unix utility (Sun UNIX Commands Reference
Manual, 1988). The contents of the Object-Definition database are described in Part III of
this document.
8.0

Graphics Editor

The Graphics editor can be any method for creating icons or graphic objects. The graphics
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supported by BATMAN & ROBIN are Sun standard rasterfiles (Pixrect Reference Manual,
1988). All icons and graphic objects should be black-and-white as well as one-bit deep
since BATMAN & ROBIN apply their own colors to these objects. Commercial Sun
rasterfile editors have been used, and a custom software program has been developed by
NPRDC to create icons. None of these programs are discussed in this documentation.
9.0

BATMAN & ROBIN Global Data Structures

Table 1 lists global data structures that are used throughout the BATMAN & ROBIN
software, and identifies the header file where each data structure is defined. Most of the
structures are used as scratch pads when scenarios are built with ROBIN, and all of the
structures are used for storage when scenarios are presented by BATMAN.
Table 1.
Data Structure to File Mapping
Data Structure

File

Contents

SCENARIO HEAD
THEATER
PATHFORCE
CONSOLE FORCE
STATUSREC
TYPE REC
PLATFORM
PROJECTILE
CHAINREC
CHAIN NODE
DETECT NODE
DETECTPROJ

scenario.h
scenario.h
force.h
force.h
force.h
force.h
platform.h
platform.h
platform.h
platform.h
platform.h
platform.h

scenario-related data
scenario log
red-force resources
blue-force resources
sibling or sub resources
platform type definition
one platform
one projectile
one chainsaw
one chainsaw node
one detection-unit
detection-unit's weapons

Memory pointers are used to tie these structures together, taking away the need for
duplicate copies of structures. For example, all PLATFORMs in the game, have a pointer
back to the force that they belong to, either PATHFORCE or CONSOLEFORCE.
Figure 4 illustrates the organization of the these data structures during a typical BATMAN
scenario. The structures are built after the scenario to be presented becomes known. The
SCENARIO HEAD structure is at the top and contains pointers to the THEATER,
PATH FORCE and CONSOLEFORCE structures. The SCENARIOHEAD structure has
also become a depository for all miscellaneous global variables in BATMAN & ROBIN.
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The THEATER record contains a log of all scenarios currently defined, and is discussed in
greater detail in the Scen db access subsection below.
The PATH FORCE contains the Red-force attack, and has a list of TYPERECs for each
different type of platform in the raid, e.g., a Badger aircraft. Attached to each TYPEREC is a
list of PLATFORMs of that type. There is one PLATFORM structure for each platform in the
raid. For example, if the attack force had four Badger aircraft, there would be one TYPE REC
for the Badger and four PLATFORMs, one for each Badger. Attached to each Red-force
PLATFORM is path information describing how the platform moves in BATMAN.
The CONSOLE FORCE contains all Blue-force tactical resources that are organized into one
to three task forces: Task Force Alpha (TFA), Bravo (TFB), and Charlie (TFC). Each task
force, which can be centered on a large or small aircraft carrier, battle ship, or land base, is
then divided into sibling and sub platforms. Information specific to the sibling and sub
categorizations is contained in STATUSRECs. Each STATUSREC contains a list of
TYPERECs for each different type of platform in the group. Then, in a similar manner to the
PATHFORCE structure, a list of PLATFORMs is attached to each of these TYPERECs.
One of the platforms in the sibling category must be a mother or home-base platform, e.g., an
aircraft carrier. Note that the three terms mother, sub, and sibling refer to generic platform
types. A mother platform is the primary one in a task force, carrying sub platforms, and
accompanied by sibling platforms. A mother platform may be a large or small aircraft carrier,
a land base, or something else, e.g., Iowa class battle ship. A sub platform might be an
aircraft, e.g., F-14 or a weapon, e.g., Phoenix missile. A sibling platform might be a
Ticonderoga class cruiser or a Los Angeles class submarine
Figure 5 illustrates a PLATFORM data structure containing data for an F- 14.
This F-14 PLATFORM structure contains:
*

pointers back to the appropriate TYPEREC, STATUSREC, and
CONSOLEFORCEheader,

•

lists of the platform's weapons (PROJECTILEs)and detection-units
(DETECTNODEsand DETECTPROJs),

"

flight information for the platform (CHAIN RECs and CHAINNODEs),

*

alert-level information for the air platform (ALERTHEAD and
ALERTLEVELs) - see section Alert below.

*

Object-Definition and state variables, and

*

a pointer to the next F-14 PLATFORM in list.
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10.0

BATMAN & ROBIN Software

The following sections provide an overview of the BATMAN & ROBIN software. For
purposes of this description, the software packages are organized into the following groups:
(1) Initialization and Control, (2) Loadout, (3) Vector-Logic Grid, (4) Deployment, (5)
BATMAN Simulation, (6) Performance Measures, (7) ROBIN, (8) World Database II, and
(9) Tools. Figure 6 illustrates this grouping.
Initialization and
Controlling Groups
I

"I

I

I

1.
I

Initialization
and
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II

BATMAN Groups
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Database 1I
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Figure 6. BATMAN & ROBIN Software Packaging
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Initialization and Control Packages

The packages in this group setup the window environment, control the flow of BATMAN &
ROBIN, initialize scenario data structures, and provide an interface to the user database.
10.1.1 Batman
This package contains the main function, and is the primary initialization and control package
for BATMAN & ROBIN. This package also contains the declaration of the global
SCENARIO HEAD structure. Many of the functions that exist in this package are global
utilities used by other BATMAN & ROBIN software packages.
Exported Functions:
main,
start nextgame_phase,
setstoredJunc,
reset storedJunc,
maincanvas inputtoggle,
displaychanges,
define maincanvasrect,
setmaincanvas input handler, and get maincanvasinput handler.
10.1.2 Frontend
This package provides routines that rapidly display digitized photos of Blue and Red tactical
platforms as a graphic introduction to BATMAN & ROBIN. The introduction is displayed if
either "-f' or "F" appears on the command line.
Exported Functions:
frontendgraphics.
10.1.3 Init con
This package initializes BATMAN & ROBIN's Console force data structures and panels.
(At this stage of development, the Console force has been the Blue force. It is planned to
increase the flexibility of BATMAN & ROBIN so that Red force can be a Console force too.
This other option will take some time to develop. It is intended to complete this other feature
in the near future.) The scenario number must be known before this package can be called,
and is used to retrieve the appropriate scenario from the Scenario Database. This package
reads in the scenario which specifies the types and numbers of platforms. Then, allocates
records and fills them in with information obtained from the Object-Definition Database. This
package will produce one CONSOLEFORCE data structure, including all STATUSRECs,
TYPERECs, PLATFORMs, and PROJECTILEs that belong to the task force (refer to
BATMAN & ROBIN Global Data Structures).
The high-level algorithm for building the CONSOLEFORCE data structure is as follows:
Begin
Get appropriate scenario from scenario database
For (each task-force in the scenario)
Allocate space for a CONSOLE FORCE data structure
Initialize appropriate fields of tie CONSOLEFORCE
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For (the sibling platforms that belong to the force)
Allocate space for a STATUS REC data structure
Initialize appropriate fields ofthe STATUS REC
For (each different type of sibling platform
Allocate space for a TYPE REC
Initialize appropriate fields-of the TYPEREC
For (each sibling platform of that type)
Allocate space for a PLATFORM data structure
Load PLATFORM with values from the Object-Definition
Database
Endfor
Endfor
Endfor
For (the sub platforms that belong to the force)
**** Same logic as sibling platforms ****
Endfor
Endfor
End
Exported Functions:
initconsoleJorce, buildJforce header, build-alert, buildstatus-rec, build~ryperec,
buildsibling.plats, build sub..plats, build.platforms, build loadout_projectiles, and
createcon force-batman_panelsandwindows.
10.1.4 Init_path
This package initializes the Path force data structures. (Currently, the Path force is the Red
force or raiding force.) The scenario number must be known before this package can be called,
and is used to retrieve the appropriate scenario from the Scenario Database. Also, it will
build a list of flight-path information for each platform. Therefore, this package will produce
one PATHFORCE data structure, including all TYPE RECs and PLATFORMs that belong
to the raiding force (refer to BATMAN & ROBIN Global Data Structures).
This package is similar in function to init con, but is slightly less complex since the
PATHFORCE data structure is simpler than the CONSOLEFORCE data structure. The key
differences between the two structures are that the CONSOLE FORCE has STATUS RECs
distinguishing sub platforms from sibling platforms, the PATHFORCE does not. Also, the
PATHFORCE has flight-path information for the predetermined Red attack, the
CONSOLEFORCEdoes not.
Because of these similarities with init con, many of this package's Exported Functions
have not been included in the following listing.
Exported Functions:
init_path_force.
10.1.5 Readobj
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This package contains routines that will read platform, weapon, and detection-unit data from
the Object-Definition Database. Both the init con and init-path packages use these
routines to build the CONSOLEFORCE and PATHFORCEdata structures.
Exported Functions:
rd_plat_del, rd_proj def, build_projectiles,rddetectiondef, and builddetection.
10.1.6 Seen db access
This package provides routines to build the THEATER data structure, and modify the
scenario index file of the Scenario Database. These routines are intended primarily for
ROBIN. For more information on the Scenario Database, refer to Part III of this document.
One THEATER record for each warfare-theater is subsumed under the the
SCENARIOHEAD, and contains a log of all scenarios in that area. The data-dictionary
definition for a THEATER is as follows:
THEATER
warfare-theater
num-scenarios-at-this-theater
list-of-the-scenarios-at-this-theater
title-for-each-scenario
list-of-red-platform-resources-for-each-scenario
list-of-blue-platform-resources-for-each-scenario

+
+
+
+
+

To date, warfare-theaters are, but not limited to, the following areas:
warfare-theater
Caribbean
Japan-sea
Bering-sea
Kamchatka-peninsula
South-east-asia
Arabian- sea
Persian-gulf
Mediterranean
North-atlantic
Murmansk
Exported Functions:
read scenario-data,changescenario index file, and getnextscenario.
10.1.7 User db access
This package provides routines to interface with the Users Database. For more information
on the Users Database, refer to Part III of this document.
Exported Functions:
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add_user,deluser, user-exists, and rewriteuser.
10.1.8 User funcs
This package controls the human-computer interface when the user is performing one of the
following functions:
• Listing all users in the User Database.
" Adding a user to the User Database.
" Deleting a user from the User Database.
" Selecting a user to run BATMAN & ROBIN.
* Selecting to run BATMAN & ROBIN in "demo" mode.
Hence, this package contains Panel create and Panel notify functions to coordinate the above
activities. Access to these features is gained through the routine userjuncs, exported by
this package. userjuncs will display a log of all users, and a Panel with the buttons: "Add
User", "Delete User", "Demo", and "Exit". This routine remains active until principals, e.g.,
instructors, either select other individuals, e.g., students, as authorized users of BATMAN
& ROBIN, choose to run BATMAN & ROBIN in "Demo" mode, or Exit from them.
Exported Functions:
user.funcs.
10.2

Loadout Packages

This group of packages creates the tactical-situation screen and handles weapons loadout
for Blue-force air platforms.
10.2.1 Loadout map
This package creates the tactical situation-screen, illustrated in Figure 7. At this stage of
development, the tactical-situation display only contains the following:
" An orthogonal-projection map of the warfare-theater.
*

Arrows representing air-threat axes.

*

The location of Red-force surface and subsurface platforms.

• An icon for each Blue task-force.
" A message box with the defense condition or DEFCON.
*

A Grid icon that, when selected, will leave loadout and advance to vector-logic
grid definition.
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A Deployment icon that, when selected, will bypass grid definition and advance
directly to deployment of tactical assets.
(Further development of the tactical situation will include other relevant DEFCONs besides
RED, rules of engagement (ROEs), electronic warfare information, additional intelligence,
sea state, and weather data. Incorporating DEFCONs WHITE and YELLOW into
BATMAN & ROBIN, as well as ROEs, implies that Blue and Red platforms must be
"smart", i.e., artificial intelligence techniques must be used to model these tactical situations
properly.)
The scenario contains all of the information necessary to construct this screen.
Exported Functions:
showscenariolocationmap,
createmapcanvaswinitems,
showthreat,
showthreat_axisesandcraft,show warning type, and displayjanelwin
10.2.2 Loadout tf
This package contains functions for creating and interacting with Blue task-force display
panels which contain large icons for the force's home-base or mother and sibling platforms.
Refer to BATMAN & ROBIN Global Data Structures for a description of mother, sibling,
and sub platforms. Task-force display panels are created by traversing the list of
TYPERECs attached to the force's sibling platform STATUSREC.
If the mother platform on a task-force display panel is selected, the user is "going aboard"
the mother with the intention of loading weapons onto the task-force's air platforms. When
this happens, control is passed to the loadout package discussed below.
Exported Functions:
create_tf loadout.panel,
create_cfpanel-items.

return to map_panel,

show_"fpanel,

and

10.2.3 Loadout
This package contains functions for creating and interacting with Blue loadout panels which
provide the human-computer interface for placing weapons on Blue air platforms. These
panels are created by traversing the list of TYPERECs attached to the force's sub platform
STATUS REC.
Figure 8 illustrates a typical Blue loadout panel which is implemented with a PANELWIN
(refer to Panel-win subsection below).
A Blue loadout panel contains the following six Panel Items:
1. An icon that returns to the Blue task-force display panel.
2. A paging icon used to display the next two sub platforms.
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3. A large icon of the mother platform with small icons for the sub platforms and
weapons that exist on it.
4. An item that will hold the first sub platform being loaded out.
5. An item that will hold the second sub platform being loaded out.
6. A variable panel-choice item with icons of all the possible weapons that can be
loaded out on either of the two sub platforms currently displayed.

Exported Functions:
start_subplat-loadout,
createloadout.panelitems,
display_resources on mothersicon,
notfyupdateprojcount,
set.proj_num,
update_mothersicon,
load next_plat types,
get next type pair,
load projectile records,and finishedloadingthismother.
10.3

Vector-Logic Grid Packages

To date, grid is the only package in this group.
10.3.1 Grid
This package is responsible for allowing the user to define the range of the vector-logic or
defensive grid, and for updating the map and grid when the user chooses to zoom in and out.
The specifications for the grid are as follows:
*

The simulation plane is assumed to be a Cartesian coordinate system with
Victor/Lima (VL), the defended point, at the origin, (0,0). The grid is drawn with
its center at V/L.

•

The vector-logic grid is displayed for a full 360 degrees.

* A fixed-range increment for grid labels, i.e.; 50 nautical mile tic marks.
•

Angle or azimuth increments are expressed in integers, e.g., 15 degrees.

Refer to World Database II section below for more information on interacting with the maps.
Exported Functions:
displaygrid changes, copymaptodisplay_pr,and drawgrid-on.pr.
10.4

Deployment Packages

The packages in this group coordinate deploying Blue task forces in a chosen warfare
theater, and setting initial alert levels for sub platforms. Figure 9 illustrates a typical
deployment screen that will serve as a useful reference for the following subsections.
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The deployment stage of the game is transitioned to by the startnext__gamefihase routine of
the batman package, mentioned earlier.
10.4.1 Cf_panels create
This package creates the Console-force PANELWINs described below. Figure 10 identifies
the data structures where these PANEL WINs are defined. For more information on
PANELWINs, refer to the Panel-win subsection.
*

The Symbol PANELWIN contains items for viewing the tactical-situation
screen, zooming in or out, and moving and erasing platforms. This PANELWIN
is placed flush to the left side of the deployment screen.

•

The Task-Forces PANELWIN contains an icon for each Blue task force and the
Red force hammer-and-sickle icon.

* The Simulation PANELWIN, which is displayed flush to the right side of the
computer screen during BATMAN, contains the simulation clock, NTDS (Navy
Tactical Data System) icons for viewing selected portions of the battle, i.e., air,
surface, or subsurface warfare only, icons for making visible specified radar and
sonar coverage of Blue force, the icon for accessing zooming and panning, and the
icon for displaying the status windows of Blue air, surface, or subsurface platforms.
*

Sibling Launch PANELWINs, one for each Blue task force, contains an icon for
each sibling platform in the task force and an icon that returns to the Task-Forces
PANELWIN.

*

Sub Launch PANELWINs, one for each task force, contains an icon for each sub
platform in the task force, an alert icon, a chainsaw icon, a CAP station icon, and
an icon that returns to the Task-Forces PANELWIN.

" Alert PANELWINs, one for each task force, contains a Ready 5, 15, and 30 icon
for each sub platform in the task force. For more information, refer to the Alert
subsection below.
While deploying tactical assets, all of the above but the Simulation PANEL WIN are
accessible. During the simulation, all of the above but the Symbol PANELWIN, the TaskForces PANELWIN, and the sibling Launch PANELWINs are accessible. Therefore, the
sub Launch PANELWINs and the alert PANELWINs are used in both deploying assets
and managing the battle.
Exported Functions:
initsymbol_icons,
createsymbol.panel,
create_ ._panel items,
createmain_panel_items, displayplat count, createtflaunchpanel items, and
create subplat panelitems.
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10.4.2 Cf panels notify
This package contains the Notify routines for the Console-force PANELWINs created by
the cf panels-create package.
Exported Functions:
launchpanelrequested, symbol.panelnotify, ffpanelnotify, mainstatusnotify,
subplatlaunchnotify,
if.plat launchnotify,
air-notify,
subsurf notify,
and
surf radarnotify threattoggle notify,
surfacenotify, air radar notify,
subsurf radar notify.
10.4.3 Alert
This package contains routines to model alert or readiness states on mother or home-base
platforms. Four alert states are available: Alert 5, Alert 15, Alert 30, and NULL Alert, i.e., a
sub platform that is already launched. The minutes to launch time are not simulated.
An ALERTHEAD structure (see BATMAN & ROBIN Data Structures section) is created
and maintained for every mother platform that is in the Console force. The types of platforms
in the Alert PANELWIN are duplicates of those found in the respective sub Launch
PANELWIN. Platforms are moved among the readiness states with the function
find_plat on level, which returns the first sub platform at the specified alert, and
putplat on level, which updates the sub platform's Alert state. Only sub platforms on
Ready 5 can be launched. Platforms must be moved from lower to higher alert states for
launching, e.g., moved from Ready 15 to Ready 5.
Exported Functions:
put..plat on level,findyplat on level, and create-alertypanel win.
10.4.4 Symbol manager
This package manages the placement, movement, and removal of object icons in the
maincanvas (where the maps are drawn) during tactical deployment. Object icons include
Console-force platform, CAP station, and chainsaw icons. The functions in this package are
generally called when a mouse selection is made in the maincanvas, e.g., specifying the
location to deploy an F-14. These calls have to occur within the right context. For example,
the graphic object in Sub-Lunch Panel_Wins is selected prior to indicating with the mouse
where this aircraft is to be placed within the maincanvas in order to initiate drawing the small
F-14 icon in the designed position.
Exported Functions:
freechainlist,
removerequested,
clear all symbols.

caprequested,
placed on chain,

-
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10.4.5 Find-symbols
This package contains utilities for locating object icons in the maincanvas given a mouseselected coordinate. They are generally used for move operations to determine if there is an
object icon at the mouse-selected location. These utilities are used during the deployment
and battle-management phases of the simulation.
Exported Functions:
find.plat,
closestmother,
findchaindest.
10.5

find_mother,

findrefueler,

finda_dot,

and

BATMAN Simulation Packages

The packages described in this section control and perform the BATMAN simulation.
10.5.1 Timer
This package provides "set-up", simulation, and fixed-interval timers. The "set-up" timer
tracks the amount of time the user takes to loadout and deploy Blue forces. The simulation
timer tracks the amount of time the user is engaged in battle. The interval timer, while used
in other areas of BATMAN & ROBIN software, is described here since it plays such a
critical role in driving the simulated battle.
The interval timer provided by SunView's notifier (SunView Programmer's Guide, 1988) will
generate a software interrupt upon every lapse of a timer. It is based on the UNIX functions
setitimer and getitimer (SunOS Reference Manual, 1988), but is only accessible through the
notifier under the SunView programming environment. The interval timer is initialized with
the notifier function notify set itimerjunc. The caller specifies the duration between
interrupts and an interrupt service routine.
BATMAN & ROBIN employ the interval timer to build a psuedo-UNIX kernel for running
non-user-input processes while an individual interacts with the system. This kernel will be
referred to as the Interval Timer Kernel (ITK), and is illustrated in Figure 11.
During the simulated battle, for example, the ITK can be processing a platform detection
algorithm while the user is moving the mouse to make a selection.
The ITK consists of a list of TIMERNODEs, and the function that operates on this list,
timernodeupdates, which is the interval timer's interrupt service routine. The datadictionary definition for a TIMER-NODE is as follows:
TIMERNODE
non-user-input-function-name
function-data
num-itimer-interrupts-to-wait-before-calling
num-times-waited-so-far
num-times-to-call-function
pausable-flag
LISTNODE

-
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Figure 11. Interval Timer Kernel
The ITK will process every TIMERNODE in the list for every interrupt generated by the
interval timer. The high-level algorithm for timernode updates is as follows:
Begin
If (not still servicing last interval timer interrupt)
Get first TIMER NODE from list
While (not at end of TIMER NODE list)
If ((game is not currently paused) or
(pausable-flag is not set))
Increment num-times-waited-so-far
If (num-times-to-call-function has been reached)
Delete this TIMER NODE from list
Elseif (num-times-waited-so-far is greater than
num-itimer-interrupts-to-wait-before-calling)
Call non-user-input-function-name

-
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Decrement num-times-to-call-function
Reset num-times-waited-so-far to zero
Endif
Endif
Get next TIMERNODE from list
Endwhile
Endif
End
Exported Functions:
setthe notifyitimer,
timer nodeupdates,
add to the intervaltimer,
remove_fromthe intervaltimer,
checkJor user interrupts,
start setup timer,
stopsetuptimer,
startelapsed_timer, stopelapsed timer,
settime-values,
calculatetimestats,init_time factor, and timehandler.
10.5.2 Engine
This package contains the data structures and code that drives the BATMAN simulation.
The controlling function is simulation-engine which operates from a circular list of
ENGINENODEs. Figure 12 illustrates this list, and the following is the data-dictionary
definition for an ENGINENODE.
ENGINENODE
engine-node-type
function-name
function-data
LISTNODE

-

+
+
+

where:
engine-node-type
clock
map-copy
update-plat
red-detect-build
red-detect-plat
blue-detect-build
blue-detect-plat
draw-plat
update-misc
display-changes

I
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engine-node" is set to an arbitrary node. The initial state of the list is approximate to the
illustration in Figure 12. Then, the simulation is started by adding a TIMER_NODE with
simulation_engine as its function to the Interval Timer Kernel's list (see Timer subsection).
Then, upon every software interrupt generated by the interval timer, the ITK will call
simulation_engine. This continues until the simulation is terminated. Simulation engine
refers to its circular list of ENGINENODEs to determine which functions it should call.

Each call to simulation engine is only allowed to run for the amount of time specified by the
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msec engine update interval parameter of the Object-Definition database (see Part II of
this document). Imposing this time limit will periodically return control to the system so that
it can process user input. Therefore, it may take a few calls of simulationengine before one
cycle of the ENGINENODE list is completed. The high-level algorithm for
simulationengineis as follows:

Begin
Get the current time and start the engine timer
While (forever)

Call the function that resides in the current-engine-node
Set current-engine-node to next node in list
Get the current time

If (time elapsed between start and current is
greater than msec engine-update-interval)
Break the loop
Endif
Endwhile
End
Figure 13 illustrates the interaction between the interval timer and the simulation engine.
The most powerful engine attribute is that the ENGINENODE list it operates from can
change during the simulation, dramatically increasing the engine's functionality. The
ENGINENODE list changes depending on what the battle manager does. For example, if
the battle manager requests that the outer-air battle not be visible, this is handled by
removing the ENGINENODE that draws air platforms. If the battle manager requests that
the outer-air becomes visible, the node is simply added back to the list.
Exported Functions:
simulationengine,
removeengine_node,
setupinput handler.

check_for-simulationtermination,
add_enginenode,
set-confidence,
simulation input handler,
and

10.5.3 Detect
This package contains functions that compute positional relationships between platforms
and, using the detection-units aboard each of them, determines which Red threats a specified
Blue platform can detect. Currently, the Willard-Leuker space tree model is used to perform
these calculations. This model, as well as others, will be documented in BATMAN &
ROBIN: Human-Computer Interface and Simulation Models (Federico, Bickel, Ullrich, &
Bridges, in preparation). BATMAN & ROBIN can be adapted to use more complex detection
models than Willard-Leuker.

-
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Figure 13. Interval Timer's Relation to the Simulation Engine
Each cycle of the simulation engine will build two Willard-Leuker space trees, one for Red
platforms and one for Blue platforms. These are coordinated by "red-detect-build" and "bluedetect-build" ENGINENODEs, respectively (refer to Engine subsection above). After the
Willard-Leuker space tree is built, Red platforms are detected for a specific Blue platform
with the function detectjplats. The sensitivities of the platform's detection-units, which are
defined in the Object-Definition Database (see Part II of this document), are the primary
variables in determining which platform's are detected.
Exported Functions:
build_secdata,freesecdata,buildspacetree,and detect_plats.
10.5.4 Plat detect funcs

-
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These functions use a platform's detection unit, e.g., radar or sonar, to locate hostile
platforms, and simulate firing weapons at the detected raiders. These features are
coordinated by "red-detect-plat" and "blue-detect-plat" ENGINENODEs (refer to Engine
subsection above). Detecting threat platforms is accomplished by the detect_plats function
from the detect package described above, and coordinated by routines in this package. Firing
weapons at the detected platforms is also initiated by routines in this package.
Each detection unit on a platform is given a detect func and a weapons release func in
the Object-Definition Database (see Part Ill of this document) to control the unit's weaponfiring behavior. For example, a detection unit on a carrier to detect air threats would be
assigned a detect func for detecting hostile air threats and a weaponsrelease func that
would launch surface-to-air missiles at the raiders. The detect funcs in this package are
detection, comjam emission, and shoot_cvn-detection. The weaponsrelease funcs in this
package are fireprojectiles,firecrzmissiles,and shootmotherdetection.
Exported Functions:
fire._projectiles,
firecrzmissiles,
comjam emission,
shoot-motherdetection,detection, and detect_plaOforms,

interceptordetection,

10.5.5 Plat draw funcs
This package contains functions to draw platforms, CAP stations, chainsaws, radar and
sonar coverage, chaff corridors, comjam emissions, antiship missiles, firing lines, and
explosions in the maincanvas during the simulation. Hence, this package can be viewed as a
toolbox of drawing functions that update the user's view of the battle. Drawing platform's is
coordinated by "draw-plat" ENGINENODEs (refer to Engine subsection above). Other
drawing functions may be called depending on what happens during the battle simulation. For
example, an explosion is drawn when a platform is destroyed. Or, radar coverage for air
platforms becomes visible if the user requests it. When the user alters his view of the battle,
e.g., turning on surface-radar coverage, "update-misc" ENGINENODEs are added to the
ENGINENODE list to depict the modified view.
Exported Functions:
draw.plaforms,
drawradar, drawdetection,
draw_chaff,
draw-missile,
draw.plat ao cj, draw_platmbjammed, explosion, drawshotline, draw_plat,
drawchain sym, and initchainson map
10.5.6 Plat list funcs
This package contains routines to update a number of lists maintained during the simulation,
e.g., a list of destroyed Blue platforms.
Exported Functions:
add to launched missilelists,
remove_from launchedlists,

remove_fromnotlaunched-lists,
add to chain list,
remove_fromchain lists,

-
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addtoactivelists,

remove~ftomactive_lists,

and

10.5.7 Plat update funcs
This package contains routines that control and update the movement and status of all Red
and Blue platforms during the simulation. This includes routines called by user input, e.g.,
request to land an air platform on a carrier (land_plat), and by the simulation engine, e.g.,
update a platform's movement on a chainsaw (follow chain path). Each type of platform is
assigned default update functions in the Object-Defimition Database (refer to Part III of this
document).
Exported Functions:
sink-ship,
splashaircraft,
setplat vector,
nullfunc,
land_plaform,
follow chain..path, followtree path,
moveto..point,
missilemove to point,
land.plat, launchmissile, launchplat, sulaunchtochain, su launch to point,
move to land,
moveto refuel,
hover,
update plats_states and set stats,
updateplatforms,
timedupdarelaforms,
timedlaunch,
interceptor c~hange.plat direction,
change_plat direction,
and
set_one_plat-radar_flag.
10.5.8 Status
This package contains functions to construct and display individual, sibling, and sub platform
status windows. The STATUSWIN structure, defined in this package, is used to implement
these three types of status windows. A STATUS_WIN is on a Sun Pixrect (Sun Pixrect
Reference Manual, 1988), but contains additional information to provide more functionality for
BATMAN & ROBIN.
One STATUSWIN, declared in the CONSOLEFORCE structure (refer to BATMAN &
ROBIN Global Data Structures above), is used, to display the status of an individual
platform. Only a single platform's status can be displayed at any one time. The individual
status window is currently displayed in the lower left comer of the battle display.
Sibling platform status windows provide ttre status of all sibling platforms in the designated
task force. Sub platform status windows provide the status of all sub platforms in the
designated task force. A STATUS WIN structure is declared in each STATUS REC from the
CONSOLEFORCE structure to hold these windows. The sibling and sub platform status
windows are currently displayed in the upper left comer of the battle screen.
The display of these three status windows is mutually exclusive, i.e., only one of them can be
displayed at a time. When the user requests to view one of these status windows, an
"update-misc" ENGINENODE is added to the ENGINENODE list to display the selected
status window (refer to Engine subsection above). When the user no longer chooses to view
the status window, the ENGINENODE is removed from the list.
Throughout BATMAN, Blue platform status is updated as follows: Each PLATFORM data
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structure has a pointer to the force's individual STATUSWIN and the sibling or sub platform
STATUS_WIN to which it belongs. Then, during the battle, each active platform writes its
updated status into both the individual STATUS WIN and the appropriate "multipleplatform" STATUSWIN (either sibling or sub). The updates are done in the "update-plat"
stage of the simulation engine (refer to plat update funcs subsection above). The updates
are only visible if a status window is displayed.
Exported Functions:
showsinglestatus, hide singlestatus, displaystatus, highlight statusgroup,
unhighlightstatus_group, draw.plats statuslabels, create indiv-status window,
createstatuswindows,and destroy_statuswin.
10.6

Performance Measures Packages

The packages in this group compute and display objective, automatically recorded,
multivariate performance measures (sometimes referred to as statistics) for the most recent
BATMAN scenario. Performance measures can be viewed at the console, sent to a printer,
or written to a file. Figure 14 provides an example of a performance measures display screen.
The header file statsrecs.h declares four data structures used by the performance
measures packages. Their names and purposes are listed in Table 2.
Table 2.
Performance Measures Data Structures
Data Structure

Purpose

STATS MANAGER WIN
STATISTICSWIN
STATSFIELDS
STATSHEAD

Performance Measures Manager PANELWIN
Performance Measures PANEL_ WIN
Hold data collected during simulation
Ties above three structures together

STATSMANAGERWIN provides a PANELWIN that allows the user to select the types
of platforms (air, surface, or subsurface) and point of view (Red or Blue) of the performance
measures display. STATISTICS WIN provides a PANELWIN to hold the performance
measures when they are displayed. One of its Panel Items is a large Pixrect where the
performance measures are written. STATSFIELDS holds the data collected during the
simulated battle that will be used to compute the performance measures. STATSHEAD
brings the above three structures together in one place, with some other information global to
the performance measures packages.
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Figure 14. Performance Measures Screen
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10.6.1 Stats
This package contains functions that initialize the STATSHEAD structure, create the
PANEL WINs in the STATSMANAGERWIN and STATISTICSWIN structures, and
display or print performance measures.
Exported Functions:
createstatshead,
writebluestats,
writeredstats,
print-bluestats,
print-red stats, displaythe_stats,clear all stats, andfreestatshead.
10.6.2 Stats compute funcs
The functions in this package use the data collected during the simulated battle to compute
the performance measures. The STATS FIELDS structure holds the collected data. These
functions can be used to calculate the performance measures from either the Red or Blue
Force's point of view. In general, one function is dedicated to calculating each performance
measure.
Exported Functions:
computethreatcore,
computethreat headsup,
compute-missilecore,
computemissileheadsup,
computedestroyedweaponsrelease,
computethreatinlar,
computeleft on deck,
compute lost to nojuel,
compute missilesremaining, compute.plat destroyed,
compute-missilelaunch,
computeavglaunchrange,computetargets destroyed, and divide.
10.6.3 Stats notify
This package contains the Notify functions for
STATSMANAGERWIN and STATISTICSWIN structures.
Exported Functions:
exitstats-notify,

the

returnmanager notify,

PANEL_WINs

from

the

print stats_notify,

show bluestats notify,
showred stats notify,
showboth_statsnotify,
blueair notify, bluesurf notify, bluesub notify, red_air_notify, redsurf notify,
and redsubnotify.
10.6.4 Stats update funcs
This package contains functions that the simulation uses to send battle-related data to the
STATS_FIELDS structure, thereby recording a history of the battle as it occurs. Many of the
functions from the simulation engine (refer to BATMAN Simulation section above) make
periodic calls to these functions.
Exported Functions:
statsloaduser info,

statsload_plat info,

-
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statsload numofplats,
statsloadscen time,
stats_loadsetup_time,
stats plat destroyed,
stats.plat-detected,
stats_load num_of targets,
destroyed,
starstarget
statsmissiledestroyed,
statsmissiledetected,
statsdestroyed weaponsrelease,
statsmissileheadsup,
stats plat_headsup,
fuel, stats lat launch, and
stats_out_of
statsmissilesinlar,
stats_platsinlar,
stats missile launch.
10.6.5 Stats verify
This package contains functions that write performance measures to a file in the user's
directory. For more information on the User Database, refer to Part M1 of this document.
Exported Functions:
statsprint,init-statsdebug,and closestats_debug.
10.7

ROBIN Packages

The packages in this group implement ROBIN, the system's scenario generator. They are
responsible for providing a friendly interface to creating, editing, and viewing raids for
different warfare theaters as well as assigning tactical assets to Blue task forces.
Figure 15 provides a map between the features provided by ROBIN, and the primary
package providing that feature.
The header file robin globals.h contains global variable used by all ROBIN packages.
10.7.1 Robininit
This package contains functions that initialize ROBIN's global variables, control the creation
of ROBIN's windows and panels prior to a session, and remove ROBIN's windows and
panels after a session.
Exported Functions:
createrobin windows, initrobindata,and end robinsession.
10.7.2 Robin manage
This package controls ROBIN's administrative features including browsing scenarios, saving
scenarios to disk, deleting scenarios, and transitioning to the scenario editor. It also contains
a function that creates the manager PANEL_WIN.
Exported Functions:
displaytheater, redisplay,
init-managerfpanel.

displaymanagerfpanel,
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10.7.3 Robin-assign
This package provides routines that will assign in ROBIN specified sets of scenarios to
particular groups of students or system users. That is, scenarios or test items can be
clustered into sets or tests, and users or students are placed into groups or classes. Within
a set, scenarios can be administered either randomly or in a specified order to a group of
BATMAN users.
Exported Functions:
initassignment panel, read assignmentdata,writeasssignmentdata,
10.7.4 Robin edit
This package provides controlling routines for the scenario editor. It creates the editor
PANELWIN and regulates transitioning to specific edit features such as placing the
defended point, V/L, specifying the Red-force raid, or allocating Blue-force assets. Only one
scenario may be edited at a time.
Exported Functions:
displayeditor.panel,redisplay editor.panel,and initeditorpanel.
10.7.5 Robin map
This package provides routines that interface with the World Database H maps, and are used
by both the robin-manage and robin-edit packages. For more information on the maps, refer
to the World Database H section below. Specific features provided by this package include
displaying all warfare theaters, interactions with the miniature world map that appears in the
upper left comer of the ROBIN manager, drawing the scale that borders the warfare theaters
in the ROBIN editor, and placing and drawing V/L within a warfare theater.
Exported Functions:
notify_vl,
mapcopy,
notify_threat,
scale,
free smmap.prs, and mapselected.
initscenariolocation,

notifycomjamsize,

10.7.6 Robin blue
This package contains the Panel creation and notify routines that allow the user to specify
the Blue force's tactical assets. The user can define up to three task forces designated TFA,
TFB, and TFC. For each task force, the user indicates the air, surface, and subsurface
platforms and weapons loadout for the scenario. In BATMAN, these will become the Blue
force tactical assets that the battle manager has to allocate, deploy, and control.
Exported Functions:
notifycarriermissile-done,
notifycarrier planedone,
notifydisplaycarriermissiles, notifydisplaycarrier_planes, notify bluecarrier,
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notify bluedone, notify_ship, nofyplane, notify_projectile, displayblue_ships,
inibluemp_panel,
displayblue,
display_planeinput,
displayship-input,
display-projinput,
set plane on carrier,
set missile on carrier,
init blue ship_panel,initsubplatpanel,and initmissile_panel.
10.7.7 Robin red
This package contains
the Red-force attack
platforms are divided
robinvectors package

the Panel creation and notify routines that permit the user to specify
for its air, surface, and subsurface platforms. Currently, Red air
into fighters and bombers. This package works closely with the
described below.

Exported Functions:
notify-red_done, setchosenitem, get new swarm, set new swarm, set-redmenu,
set lat lon items,
setvectorchanges,
set-red_buttons,
notifyerase,
notifyeraseall,
notify_hide,
notifyred_panel,
display redbombers,
displayredfighters, display redships, display redsubs, display redyanel,
toggle_robincanvasselect,notifymainmenu, and initred_panel.
10.7.8 Robin-vectors
This package contains routines for placing Red-force tracks including laying a new track,
extending an existing track, erasing defined tracks, hiding tracks from view, and laying chaff
and comjam on tracks. This package works closely with the robin-red package above.
Exported Functions:
setdrawing off,
destroydraw_util.prs,
init draw-util_prs,
getlisthead,
setlist-head,
find_node,
addvector,
cleargpath_forcevalues,
clear all scenariovalues,
drawpaths,
hide track,
allnodes invisible,
allnodes-visible, draw_plane, copy objct, removenode, vectorselected, and
comiam chaffselected.
10.7.9 Robin view
This package provides routines that will preview the Red-force raid showing how these
hostile platforms will maneuver during BATMAN and where they will lay chaff corridors or
jam communications. In order to allow concurrent user input during pre, ws, the Interval
Timer (described in the BATMAN Simulation section) is used to divide processor time
between the viewer and user input.
Exported Functions:
notifycompression, notify viewdone, and notify_view.
10.7.10Robin defcon
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This package is used to specify the DEFense CONdition (DEFCON) for the scenario. It
contains Panel create and notify routines for the available DEFCONs.
Exported Functions:
display defcon.
10.7.1lRobin io
This package contains functions that interface with the Scenario Database. For more
information on the Scenario Database, refer to Part II of this document.
Exported Functions:
writeblue,

get_parent,

stringtotype recs,

string tonode,

string to vector,

file-write, andfileread.

10.8

World Database II Packages

The package in this group, mapdb, provides an interface to the World Database H maps
developed by the Applied Physics Laboratory of Johns Hopkins University. The
specifications of these maps are as follows:
*

The maps are rendered by an orthogonal projection of the globe onto a plane
tangent from a specified latitude-longitude coordinate, and viewed from a specified
range.

•

The resolution of the views range from 16 to 2048 miles in diameter.

*

Land masses are drawn with a polygon filling algorithm that draws the largest
possible polygon first, and then fills in the details by drawing smaller and smaller
polygons.

" The maps can be drawn with or without country borders.
°

The maps can be drawn with or without latitude-longitude lines.

This document does not describe the map database or the software that controls it, only
BATMAN & ROBIN's interface to it, i.e., mapdb.
In interacting with the World Database II maps, BATMAN & ROBIN use the coordinate
systems described below and illustrated in Figure 16.
* The Global coordinate system is based on latitude and longitude. In ROBIN, all
raid information will be stored in this system as well as the center point of the
battle area.
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Display Monitor Map Canvas is
drawn to BATMAN &
ROBIN's window

(0,0)
MAP CANVAS Origin is in
upper left comer

MAP/SIMULATION
PLANE-

Origin is at
Victor/Lima

(0,0)

GLOBAL Victor/Lima is
center point
of battle

Figure 16. BATMAN & ROBIN Coordinate Systems
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The Map Plane is a Cartesian coordinate system tangent to the globe at the
center point of the battle area with Y axis parallelto the longitude line of the
center point. The map is an orthogonal projection from the globe to this plane. X
and Y distances are in miles from the center of the earth along a plane through the
center, not along the surface. The tangent point of this plane will not change during
the simulation.
" The Simulation Plane is a Cartesian coordinate system with origin at the center of
the battle area. X and Y are in increments of. 1 miles. The distance in miles is
linear on this coordinate system. This coordinate system is used for detection and
calculation of all platform movements during the simulation. Platform locations will
be stored in this coordinate system during the simulation and will be converted to
the other systems when needed.
" The Map Canvas is the coordinate system of the maincanvas containing the
visible portion of the Map Plane. The center of this coordinate system corresponds
to an offset from the origin of the Map Plane. This coordinate system is used to
draw all objects on the maincanvas,i.e., the battle area.
10.8.1 Mapdb
This package provides an interface to the World Database II maps. The routine
drawmapon.pr will draw a map onto a Pixrect given a latitude-longitude coordinate, a
range, and boolean flags that indicate whether to include country borders and latitudelongitude lines. The other routines exported by this package convert locations between the
above coordinate systems.
Exported Functions:
draw_mapon.pr,mp to mc, mctomp, mpto_sp, and sptomp.
10.9

Tool Packages

10.9.1 Canvas win
This package provides routines for creating and manipulating CANVASWINs. A
CANVASWIN is based upon a SunView Canvas, but contains additional information to
provide more functionality. Its abstract data-dictionary definition is as follows:
CANVAS WIN
SunView Canvas
visible-and-hidden-coordinates

+

A powerful feature of this package is that it provides a mechanism whereby a Canvas can
contain pseudo Panel-button items.
Exported Functions:
get canvaswin,

put canvas-win,

hidecanvas win,
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canvas winevent.proc.
10.9.2 Colors
This package provides functions that initialize and maintain BATMAN & ROBIN's colormap
which resides on disk in the file specified by the colormap parameter of the ObjectDefinition Database (see Part III of this document). The SunView routines prputcolormap
and pw.putcolormap use this colormap to set-up its color palette.
Exported Functions:
set defaultwindowcolors, set_pw_colors, set_pr colors, makecolors, showcolors,
and strtocolor,
10.9.3 Event ctrl (Playback)
This package provides an interposed event function, playback functions, and other
miscellaneous event-related functions.
The interposed event function (SunView Programmer's Guide, Chapter 17 - Notifier, 1988)
provides capabilities to monitor all events as they occur and react to certain events in nonstandard ways depending on the application. Hence, it provides the programmer with some
flexibility in the way events are handled. BATMAN & ROBIN use this interposition feature
to screen for special interrupt events, e.g., ctrl-d, which dumps the current screen image to a
printer or disk.
Playback is a feature that initially records an user's actions during a BATMAN scenario, and
subsequently and programmatically recreates the individual's actions during the
management of the battle. This is accomplished by recording all user events that occur during
allocating, deploying, and managing tactical assets, and then regenerating those actions
during playback.
Exported Functions:
init_playbackplay,
generate_playback interrupts,
add-to-inputgrabbers,
removejrominput.grabbers, addevent-ctrl window, removeevent ctrl window,
save_playback event, showwindow, hidewindow, and switch to simmode.
10.9.4 Listmanager
This package provides standardized data structures and functions for manipulating doublylinked lists. Each LISTNODE contains previous and next pointers as well as a pointer to
some generic data:
LISTNODE
ptr-to-previousnode
ptr-to-generic_data
ptr-to-next_node

+
+
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LIST-HEAD
first-node-in-list
last-node-in-list

+

Exported Functions:
listinsert,listdelete, listnext, list_add, and list first.
10.9.5 Numberpad
This package provides a pop-up number pad that is used for inputting integers into
BATMAN & ROBIN, e.g., specifying the number of Phoenix missiles to load out on each F14. The number pad is implemented with a PANELWIN where each digit (0 - 9), the
backspace key, the enter key, and the display area are Panel items. If the enter key is
selected and the number in the display area is within a specified range, the number is
"accepted" and the number pad is automatically cleared from the screen.
Exported Functions:
init_pad;getpad_height,get.pad width, and setfpad.
10.9.6 Panel win
This package provides routines for creating and manipulating PANELWINs. A
PANELWIN is based on a SunView Panel, but contains additional information to provide
more functionality. Its abstract data-dictionary definition is as follows:
PANELWIN
SunView Panel
visible-and-hidden-coordinates
0 (SunView Panel-items) N-I
number-of-items
0 (icon-pixrect) N- 1
0 {x-location-of-icon) N-1
0 (y-location-of-icon) N-1
number-of-icons

+
+
+
+
+
+
+

A powerful feature of this package is that it can create a SunView Panel-choice item with a
variable number of options where each is labeled with an icon. For example, this feature is
used during weapons loadout (refer to figure 8 in the loadout subsection). The number of
different types of weapons that can be loaded out on an aircraft varies depending on the
specific platform. The panel win package can be used to handle these situations without
requiring a different Panel-choice item for each air platform.
Exported Functions:
getpanelwin,
put.panel win,
hidepanelwin,
showfpanel win,
createvariable.panelitem,
setvariable_panelitemsicons,
downclickevent.proc,and coloredbuttonimage.
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10.9.7 Popup.panel
This package provides a mechanism for displaying "pop-up" (overlaid) messages, which may
contain button and/or a password-request items. It can be used to display general or error
messages with a continuation button, "pseudo menus" where each option is a button, or a
simple password request.
One private PANELWIN is used to store and display the popup messages. Upon each
request to display a message, the local PANELWIN is cleared and then set-up with the
specified attributes of the message. The "varargs" parameter passing mechanism is used to
specify a varying attribute list that defines the appearance of the message panel. Defaults
are used when required attributes are not specified.
Exported Functions:
init_popup, popup_panel, hide_popup_panel, compare_passwd, get..opupwidth, and
get_popupheight.
10.9.8 Scen display
This package creates a Panel that displays a graphical summary of a scenario including the
warfare area as well as Red-force and Blue-force tactical assets. It is used in ROBIN by the
scenario browser and in BATMAN by the performance-measures packages.
Exported Functions:
load_platpic,
initscen display,
create_scendisplaywindow,
create_scendisplayhead,
clearscen display,
freescendisplay,
showscendisplay_win, and hide_scendisplaywin,
10.9.9 Utilities
This package contains utility routines for trigonometric calculations, database input and
output, memory allocation, image drawing, and several other miscellaneous functions. These
functions are used throughout the BATMAN & ROBIN software.
Exported Functions:
d_geti, dget-s, arctan, hypotenuse, distance, error-message, nexttok, one_fscanf,
add_to_pixrect buffer, create_pixrect, create-alloc, set_preservedmem, free mem,
get_font, get_picture, flippicture, fixstring, writestring, writelabel, prduplicate,
freealloc,freepixrect,displaycanvas image, pr vecbox, pw_vecbox,
10.9.1OZoom
This package handles the zoom feature available in ROBIN while defining or editing
scenario and BATMAN while deploying or managing tactical assets. When activated,
provides a special mouse cursor and input handler to inform the user that the zoom feature
engaged. Then, when a new range is entered, the mapdb package (see above) is used
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reset and draw the new view.
Exported Functions:
redrawjforces,zoom input_handler,and zoom notify.

Part HI: Database Descriptions
11.0

Purpose and Scope

This part of the document describes the BATMAN & ROBIN databases. It is intended
primarily for software-maintenance personnel. However, those individuals with a technical
background who want to understand the organization of the databases may also benefit from
reading this part of the documentation. At this time, the databases described herein are
completely unclassified and initially intended for development and evaluation purposes
only. These databases which are independent of the simulation software can be made
classified if so desired. The following sections describe the Object-Definition, Graphics,
Scenario, and User Databases.
12.0

Object-Definition Database

The Object-Definition Database contains operational attributes of air, surface, and
subsurface platforms,
sensors, weapons, and miscellaneous
system-configuration
parameters. BATMAN & ROBIN were designed and developed to be generic and adaptable.
That is, platforms, weapons, or system-configuration parameters may be easily added,
deleted, or modified without changing source code. Relevant parameters are stored in a
standard text file that can be altered with any text editor, e.g., vi. (It is intended to develop a
natural language or direct-manipulation interface for interacting with this database.) This
text file is referred to as the Object-Definition Database, and can be either classified or
unclassified depending upon the user's needs.
12.1

Platforms and Weapons

In BATMAN & ROBIN an object-oriented programming approach was adopted to a feasible
extent to represent platforms and weapons. A platform, e.g., F-14 or Kidd, has the following
characteristics: it can move dynamically during BATMAN, detect other platforms, fire
weapons, and experience battle damage (Federico, Bickel, Ullrich & Bridges, in preparation).
There are also "restricted" platforms in this database, e.g., AS-4, which move dynamically,
experience damage, but cannot carry or fire weapons. Each weapon has an associated
"probability of kill" (Pk), which specifies the likelihood that it will destroy its
target.
12.2

Database Attributes

The text file that contains the Object-Definition database must be named ".defaults", and
must reside in the user's home UNIX directory. BATMAN & ROBIN read values that
represent attributes, characteristics, or parameters of platforms, sensors, and weapons from
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the .defaults file with Sun's "defaultstool" utility (SunView Systems Programmer's Guide,
1988). Each line in the .defaults file consists of an object, parameter, and value, formatted in
the following way:
/object/parameter

"value"

An object specifies the name of a platform, weapon, sensor, or system parameter, e.g., F14. A parameter represents an attribute of an object, e.g., altitude. A value assigns a
particular number or string to a parameter, e.g., 30,000 feet. The value must be enclosed by
quotation marks. For example, the following line in the .defaults file would tell BATMAN &
ROBIN that F-14s should fly at 30,000 feet:
/F-14/altitude

"30000"

The following .defaults entries provide further elucidation of how objects are defined in
BATMAN & ROBIN:
/F-14/class

"platform"

/F- 14/forceid

"blue"

/F- 14/statsjtype

"air"

/F- 14/long.name

"Tomcat"

/F-14/altitude

"30000"

These values define the "F-14" as a Blue air platform flying at 30,000 feet, which can be
referred to as "Tomcat".
The Object-Definition database is divided into six sections: platforms, weapons, sensors,
system-configuration, performance-measures, and users. Although the order of these
sections in the .defaults file is not relevant. It is recommended that BATMAN & ROBIN
users adhere to ths convention.

12.2.1 Platform Parameters
Not all attributes need to be defined for every object, e.g, it is assumed that 'fuelconsumption characteristics are inappropriate for nuclear powered ships. The following
specify the possible platform parameters and acceptable values.
altitude, altitude max and altitude-min: a platform's default, upper, and lower bounds in
feet above or below sea level.
value: air platforms greater than zero, surface platforms zero, and subsurface
platforms less than zero.
as-missiles: the type and number of AS (AntiShip) missiles that a threat-air platform
carries.
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value: a list of missiles separated by spaces where each missile is prefixed by a
positive integer which indicates how many of a certain type. If the missile is not
prefixed by an integer, then the number defaults to one. The following example
allocates two AS-4s and one AS-5 to the "Backfire" aircraft:
/backfire/as,.missiles "2 as-4 as-5"
change._direction.func: the name of the C function called when the user moves a platform.
interceptor change..platdirection
value:
change_plat directionfor other platforms.

for

F- 14s

or

F/A- 18s;

class: specifies if the object is a platform or weapon.
value: platform.
drawfunc: the name of the C function called to draw a platform's icon.
value: draw_platmbjammed will not draw a Blue platform when it is jammed;
drawplatao cj will not draw a Red platform unless it has been detected; and
drawmissile will draw "restricted platforms".
extra-fuel: the amount of give fuel in pounds a tanker aircraft, e.g., KA-6D, usually carries.
value: a positive integer indicating the amount of give fuel.
force-id: whether a platform belongs to the Red or Blue force.
value: Red or Blue.
fuelconshover,
fuel cons intercept,
fuelconsland,
fuelcons launch,
fuel consmovetopoint, fuelconsfollow_path, fuelcons refuel, fuel cons su land,
and fuel conssulaunch: the fuel consumption rates expressed in pounds per hour of
platforms during different movement states.
value: equal to or greater than zero.
fuelmax: the maximum amount of fuel in pounds that an air platform can carry.
value: equal to or greater than zero.
fuel-types: tanking platforms that can refuel a particular platform. If it is a tanker, then this
lists the aircraft that it can refuel.
value: a list of platforms separated by spaces, e.g.:
/KA-6D/fueLtypes "A-6 A-7 F-14 FA-18 A-4 F-4"
hittolerancelevel: the amount of damage a platform can withstand before being destroyed.
This parameter is used in conjunction with a weapon's damage_pts to model platform
damage (see Weapon Parameterssection).
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value: equal to or greater than one. Air platforms are generally assigned a tolerance
level of one; surface and subsurface platforms are assigned greater tolerance levels
depending on their displacement.
idnumber: an unique number assigned to a platform that BATMAN & ROBIN use to
identify it.
value: refer to Table 3 for the range of valid Id numbers of different platforms.
Table 3.
Object Identification Numbers
Object Type

Id Number

Blue Air
Blue Surface
Blue Subsurface
Blue Weapons
Blue Radars
Blue Sonars
Red Air
Red Surface
Red Subsurface
Red Weapons
Red Radars
Red Sonars

0-199
200 - 399
400 - 599
600 - 799
800 - 999
1000-1199
2000-2199
2200-2399
2400 - 2599
2600 - 2799
2800- 2999
3000-3199

initial-state: the initial movement state of a platform.
value: sulaunch is appropriate for Blue platforms, and launch is appropriate for Red
platforms.
largepicture: the large icon of the platform.
value: the name of the file that contains the graphic object.
launch range: an AS-missile's launch point or weapons release line from its target in miles.
This parameter is only used with cruise missiles.
value: a positive integer.
longname: the NATO name for a platform, e.g., "BACKFIRE" for the Soviet TU-26.
value: depends on the platform.
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low fuel: the amount of remaining or low fuel at which an aircraft calls for tanking or
refueling.
value: a positive integer.
mediumPicture: the medium-size icon of the platform.
value: the name of the file that contains the graphic object.
min visible cross section: a platform's cross-section used by the detection algorithm to
mimic sighting it.
value: a positive integer.
mother-types: the mother or home-base platforms that this platform can launch from or
recover to.
value: a list of platforms separated by spaces, e.g.:
/F-14/mothertypes "Nimitz Base"
prefix: the label displayed below a platform's icon during BATMAN or ROBIN.
value: any string the user desires with three or less characters.
radarcrosssection: a platform's radar-cross section used by the detection algorithm.
value: a positive integer.
sensors: the sensors associated with a platform.
value: a list of sensors separated by spaces where each is a sensor object whose
parameters are (see Sensor Parameters section) defined somewhere else in the
Object-Definition Database. The following example allocates two sensors to each
F/A-18, whose attributes are expected to be defined later in the Object-Definition
Database:
/FA- 18/sensors

"FA- 18air_radar FA- 18surf_radar"

/FA- 8air_radar/range
/FA- 18air_radar/points
/FA-18air_radar/azimuth
etc.

"100"
"4"
"90"

sidepicture: a side-view icon of a platform.
value: the name of the file that contains this graphic object.
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smallpicture: a small icon of a platform.
value: the name of the file that contains the graphic object.
speed.def, speed max and speed min: the default, upper, and lower velocity bounds of a
platform in nautical miles per hour.
value: positive integers.
speedlaunch,
speed land,
speed intercept,
speed hover,
speed_followpath,
the speed in
su
launch:
speed
and
land,
speedsu
speed movetopoint, speed refuel,
nautical miles per hour of a platform during each simulated state (DMI-SimMod).
value: a positive integer.
stats-type: a platform's type used by the performance-measurement utility.
value: AIR, SURF, or SUB only
updatefollow-path, update-hover, update intercept, update-land, update launch,
updatemoveto_point, update-refuel, update su land, and update su launch: the
names of the C functions that are used to update platforms at each simulated state.
CAUTION: Changing any of these parameters may cause BATMAN to behave
erratically or even crash. It is recommended that these parameters only be modified
by the maintenance programmer.
value: C function names.
visual range: the approximate distance a platform's pilot or captain can see in nautical
miles.
value: an integer equal to or greater than zero.
weapons: the types and number of weapons that a platform can carry.
value: a list of weapons separated by spaces where each type is prefixed by a
positive integer. If the weapon is not prefixed by an integer, then the number defaults
to one. For example, the following allocates two Harpoon missiles and one Rockeye
missile to the A-6 aircraft:
/A-6/weapons "2 harpoon rockeye"
12.2.2 Weapon Parameters
auto loadout: whether a weapon should be automatically loaded out to a platform by the
system at initialization time, rather than manually by the person using BATMAN.
value: y (yes) or n (no); the default is n.
class: specifies if the object is a platform or weapon.
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value: weapon.
damage pts: the amount of damage a weapon will inflict on its target at impact. This
parameter is used in conjunction with a platform's hit tolerancelevel to model platform
damage (see Platform Parameterssection).
value: an integer greater than or equal to zero.
id number: a number assigned to a weapon that BATMAN & ROBIN uses to identify it.
value: refer to Table 3 in the Platform Parameters section for the range of valid
identification numbers of different weapons.
large_picture: the large icon of the weapon.
value: the name of the file that contains the graphic object.
medium-Picture: the medium-size icon of the weapon.
value: the name of the file that contains the graphic object.

min targetcross section: the minimum size platform or target that a weapon can destroy.
value: a positive integer.
mnemon: the mnemonic name of a weapon which is used to identify it in BATMAN.
value: depends on the weapon.
probkill: the likelihood that the weapon will destroy its target.
value: an integer representing a percentage between 0 and 100.
range: the maximum effective distance in nautical miles of a weapon.
value: a positive integer.
roundsperburst: the number of rounds fired in one burst by the simulated M-61 gun on F14 and F/A-18 fighters.
value: a positive integer.
12.2.3 Sensor Parameters
altitude max and altitude-min: a sensor's upper and lower bounds in feet above or below
sea level
value: positive and negative (subsurface) integers.
azimuth: the azimuth of radar or sonar coverage in degrees.
value: a positive integer between 1 and 360.
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detection func: the name of the C function called to detect platforms.
value: a C function name.
id number: a number assigned to a sensor that BATMAN & ROBIN uses to identify it.
value: refer to Table 3 in the Platform Parameters section for the range of valid
identification numbers of different sensors.
mintarget cross section: the minimum cross-section size of a platform that a particular
sensor can detect.
value: a positive integer.
points: the number of points in the polygon that depicts radar or sonar coverage.
value: an integer between 4 and 16.
range: a sensor's radar range in nautical miles.
value: a positive integer.
weapons releasefunc: the name of the C function called to fire weapons at targeted
platforms.
value: a C function name.
12.2.4 System-Configuration Parameters
air_pic: the NTDS (Navy Tactical Data System) icons for Blue and Red air appearing in the
right strip in BATMAN used to view, or not view, the air battle.
value: the name of the file that contains the icon.
air radar_pic: the Blue and Red NTDS air icons appearing in the right strip in BATMAN
used to turn air radar coverage on or off.
value: the name of the file that contains the icon.
air status_pic: the NTDS icon for Blue air appearing in the right strip in BATMAN used to
view the status of aircraft for TFA, TFB, or TFC.
value: the name of the file that contains the icon.
alert_pic: the icon used to access the placement of aircraft on Alert or Ready 5, 15, and 30.
value: the name of the file that contains the icon.
batman intropic: the header or preceding display shown before BATMAN.
value: the name of the file that contains the graphic object.
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big_font: the large font used in BATMAN & ROBIN, e.g., in task force status windows or
boards.
value: the name of the file that contains the font.
bigusflag: the American-flag icon used in the select "Performance Measures" interface.
value: the name of the file that contains the icon.
icon used

big_us_ussrflag: the American/Soviet-flags
Measures" interface.

in

the

select

"Performance

va'ue: the name of the file that contains the icon.
bigussrflag: the Soviet-flag icon used in the select "Performance Measures" interface.
value: the name of the file that contains the icon.
cappic: the CAP(Combat Air Patrol)-station icon appearing in the right strip during the
deployment phase of BATMAN.
value: the name of the file that contains the icon.
chainpic: the chainsaw icon appearing in the right strip during the deployment phase of
BATMAN.
value: the name of the file that contains the icon.
checks_pic: reserved for future use.
clear pic: the icon that depicts the screen-clear operation during deployment in BATMAN.
value: the name of the file that contains the icon.
colormap: the color map used in BATMAN & ROBIN which is viewed as a palette of colors
each represented by three numbers that specify the red, green, and blue hues.
value: an absolute pathname to the file containing the color map.
crcr pic: reserved for future use.
data_path: the complete pathname to the directory that holds BATMAN & ROBIN
scenarios.
value: an absolute pathname to a directory.
debugon: reserved for future use.
demo scenarionumber: the number of the scenario that is used currently in the BATMAN
& ROBIN demonstration.
value: the identification number of an existing scenario.
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disclaimer.pic: reserved for future use.
disp-grid in batman: whether or not the vector-logic or defensive grid should be displayed
in BATMAN.
value: y or n.
displat lons ir batman: whether or not latitude and longitude lines should be displayed in
BATMAN.
value: y or n.
disflayheight: the vertical resolution of the display window in pixels.
value: a number between and including zero and 1152; reasonable values are 1132
and 1152.
display left: the x location of the upper-left comer of the main or parent display window for
BATMAN & ROBIN specified as a pixel offset from (0,0).
value: a number between and including zero and 1152; reasonable values are zero
and ten.
displaytop: the y location of the upper-left corner of the main or display window for
BATMAN & ROBIN specified as a pixel offset from (0,0).
value: a number between and including zero and 900; reasonable values are zero and
ten.
displaywidth: the horizontal resolution of the display window in pixels.
value: a number between and including zero and 900; reasonable values are 880 and
900.
fonts: the complete pathname to the directory that contains the fonts used in BATMAN &
ROBIN.
value: an absolute pathname to a directory.
grey25_pic: an icon that provides highlighting in ROBIN. When the user views warfare
theaters by selecting areas from the miniature world map in the upper-left corner of ROBIN,
the grey25-pic is used to highlight the user's current selection.
value: the name of the file that contains the icon.
grey50_pic: reserved for future use.
grey75 pic: reserved for future use.
gridmaxradius: the maximum radius of the vecor-logic grid specified by the user.
value: a positive integer larger than grid-minradius.
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grid_minradius: the minimum radius of the vecor-logic grid specified by the user.
value: a positive integer smaller than gridmaxradius.
gridpic: the small icon used to access the specification of the vector-logic grid radius.
value: the name of the file that contains the icon.
hammer_pic:
BATMAN.

the Soviet hammer-and-sickle icon used to bring in the Red force in

value: the name of the file that contains the icon.
heap debug level: a debugging tool used to flag memory allocation errors. It is intended to
be used by the software-maintenance engineer, and requires an understanding of the C
"malloc" function (Kemighan & Ritchie, 1978) and UNIX's "dbx" source-code debugger (Sun
UNIX Commands Reference Manual, 1988).
value: set this value to zero under normal operation, to one to evaluate pointers to
malloced memory, or to two to evaluate all malloced memory and detect memory
overwrites.
hookpic: an icon of the small box used to enclose the number of Red aircraft in a swarm at a
particular point in ROBIN.
value: the name of the file that contains the icon.
hori explo-pic: the icon that depicts the destruction of air platforms in BATMAN.
(vert-explo-pic is used for surface and subsurface platforms.)
value: the name of the file that contains the icon.
horizontalline: an icon of a horizontal line which can be clipped to form part of pop-upmessage windows displayed in BATMAN & ROBIN.
value: the name of the file that contains the icon.
horizontal .shadow: an icon of a horizontal drop-shadow line used to form part of the popup-message windows displayed in BATMAN & ROBIN.
value: the name of the file that contains the icon.
host_passwd: reserved for future use.
in-color: whether BATMAN & ROBIN are to be run in color or black-and-white.
value: y for color; n for black-and-white.
itroff command: the UNIX command used to print performance measures on a laser printer.
value: a valid UNIX print command, e.g., "psroff'.
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Ioadout-mappic: the icon used to return to the warfare theater from loadout in BATMAN.
value: the name of the file that contains the icon.
ioadout next_pair pic: the icon used to display the next pair of aircraft on a carrier or other
home base to be loaded out in BATMAN.
value: the name of the file that contains the icon.
loadout_pic: reserved for future use.
mapfont: the font used to write latitude and longitude labels, e.g., 40.00n.
value: the name of the file that contains the font.
masterpasswdfile: the file that contains the system-administrator's password.
value: an absolute pathname to the file.
med font: the medium-size font used in BATMAN & ROBIN.
value: the name of the file that contains the font.
missile/launchpic: an icon that depicts when a Red aircraft is at its weapons-release line
in ROBIN.
value: the name of the file that contains the icon.
mother-names: a list of the mother or home-base platforms in the BATMAN & ROBIN
system.
value: a list of platforms separated by spaces, e.g.:
/sysparm/mother names "Nimitz Tarawa Base"
move_pic: the icon that represents moving or changing positions of CAPs and Chainsaws in
BATMAN.
value: the name of the file that contains the icon.
msec engine-update interval: the amount of processor time in milliseconds dedicated to
each call of simulation engine before it returns control to the SunView windowing and input
system (refer to Engine subsection in Part II of this document).
value: the recommended value is 15.
msec timer stepsize: the amount of time in milliseconds that BATMAN will run for each
time-warped unit of a scenario specified in ROBIN. This parameter is only used when the
simulation is not set to operate in real-time.
value: the recommended value is 1000.
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nprdc-logo.pic: the NPRDC logo icon.
value: the name of the file that contains the icon.
ntds_blueairsymbol: the NTDS icon for Blue- or Console-force aircraft.
value: the name of the file that contains the icon.
ntds blue sub symbol: the NTDS icon for Blue submarines.
value: the name of the file that contains the icon.
ntds blue surf symbol: the NTDS icon for Blue surface platforms.
value: the name of the file that contains the icon.
ntdsred air symbol: the NTDS icon for Red- or path-force aircraft.
value: the name of the file that contains the icon.
ntds red-sub symbol: the NTDS icon for Red submarines.
value: the name of the file that contains the icon.
ntdsredsurf symbol: the NTDS icon for Red surface platforms.
value: the name of the file that contains the icon.
picpath: the complete pathname to the directory that contains BATMAN & ROBIN icons
and graphic objects.
value: an absolute pathname to a directory.
playback record on: reserved for future use.
playbackplayon: reserved for future use.
playback scenarionum: reserved for future use.
players-directory: the complete pathname to the directory that contains all of the user files.
value: an absolute pathname to a directory.
printer: the UNIX device name of the printer where performance measures are sent for hard
copy.
value: a valid UNIX device name for a printer, e.g., ps328bu.
radar-density on: whether or not radar coverage will appear as shaded polygons. When set
to "y", this parameter will override radar-poly-on. See below.
value: y or n; if this value is n, then radarpoly_on must be set to y.
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radarpolyon: whether or not radar coverage will appear as solid polygons. This parameter
is only effective when radardensityon is set to n. See above.
value: y or n; if this value is n, then radar_densityon must be set to y.
real time based: whether or not BATMAN should be run in real-time, i.e., based on a 24hour clock.
value: when y, BATMAN is run in real-time; when n, BATMAN's timing is
controlled by msectmer-step-size. See above.
red bombers: the NATO names of the Red bomber aircraft in the Panel used to create the
raids in ROBIN.
value: a list of Red bomber NATO names separated by spaces, e.g.:
/sysparm/red-bombers "Backfire Badger Bear Blackjack Blinder"
redfighters: the NATO names of the Red fighter aircraft in the Panel used to create the
raids in ROBIN.
value: a list of Red fighter NATO names separated by spaces, e.g.:
/sysparm/redfighters "MiG-17 MiG-19 MiG-21 MiG-23 MiG-25"
red ships: the NATO names of the Red surface platforms in the Panel used to create raids in
ROBIN.
value: a list of Red surface NATO names separated by spaces, e.g.:
/sysparm/red-ships "Krivak Kashin Udaloy Sovremeny"
red subs: the NATO names of the Red subsurface platforms in the Panel used to create
raids in ROBIN.
value: a list of Red subsurface NATO names separated by spaces, e.g.:
/sysparm/red-subs "Charlie Delta-IV Echo Foxtrot Victor"
remove-pic: the erase-specific-platform icon used during BATMAN.
value: the name of the file that contains the icon.
robin intro_pic: the introductory title to ROBIN.

value: the name of the file that contains the graphic object.
smblue air ntds: a small Blue-air NTDS icon which can appear in the upper left comer
when performance measures are displayed.
value: the name of the file that contains the icon.
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sm blue s ss ntds: a small Blue-surface/subsurface NTDS icon which can appear in the
upper left comer when performance measures are displayed.
value: the name of the file that contains the icon.
sm font: the small font used in BATMAN & ROBIN.
value: the name of the file that contains the font.
sm red.air ntds: a small Red-air NTDS icon which can appear in the upper left comer when
performance measures are displayed.
value: the name of the file that contains the icon.
sm red s ss ntds: a small Red-surface/subsurface NTDS icon which can appear in the
upper left comer when performance measures are displayed.
value: the name of the file that contains the icon.
sm world_pic: the miniature world map used to select warfare theaters in ROBIN.
value: the name of the file that contains the graphic object.
smallcap_pie: the icon displayed where the user positions CAP-stations during BATMAN.
value: the name of the file that contains the icon.
smallchaindotpic: an icon of a small dot representing the end-points of a chainsaw during
BATMAN.
value: the name of the file that contains this icon.
sonar pic: one icon appearing in the right strip in BATMAN containing Blue air, surface, and
subsurface and Red subsurface NTDS symbols used to display sonar coverage.
value: the name of the file that contains the icon.
stats title font: the font used for the "Performance Measures" title.
value: the name of the file that contains the font.
statuspic: the icon used in BATMAN to display the status of a task force's air or surface
platforms.
value: the name of the file that contains the icon.
stringpic: reserved for future use.
subsurf-pic: the Blue and Red NTDS subsurface icons appearing in the right strip in
BATMAN used to view, or not view, the subsurface battle.
value: the name of the file that contains the icon.
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subsurf statuspic: the NTDS icon for Blue sub-surface platforms appearing in the right
strip in BATMAN used to view the status of sub-surface platforms for TFA, TFB, or TFC.
value: the name of the file that contains the icon.
surf_pic: the Blue and Red NTDS surface icons appearing in the right strip in BATMAN
used to view, or not view, the surface battle.
value: the name of the file that contains the icon.
surf radar_pic: the Blue and Red NTDS surface icons appearing in the right strip in
BATMAN used to turn surface radar coverage on or off.
value: the name of the file that contains the icon.
surf status_pic: the NTDS icon for Blue surface platforms appearing in the right strip in
BATMAN used to view the status of surface platforms for TFA, TFB, or TFC.
value: the name of the file that contains the icon.
task force pic: a generic task force icon appearing in BATMAN during aircraft loadout used
to view again ships in a task force.
value: the name of the file that contains the icon.
tfastatus_pic, tfb statuspic, and tfc-status_pic: the icbns appearing in the right strip in
BATMAN used to specify which task force's status to display.
value: the names of the files that contain the icons.
time to stop: the amount of simulated or warped time in minutes that BATMAN will run
before stopping.
value: a positive integer.
vert explopic: the icon that depicts the destruction of surface and subsurface platforms in
BATMAN. hori-explo.pic is used for air platforms.
value: the name of the file that contains the icon.
vertical line: an icon of a vertical line which can be clipped to form part of pop-up-message
windows displayed in BATMAN & ROBIN.
value: the name of the file that contains the icon.
vertical-shadow: an icon of a vertical drop-shadow line used to form part of the pop-upmessage windows displayed in BATMAN & ROBIN.
Ivalue: the name of the file that contains the icon.
vl_pic: the Victor-Lima (V/L) icon used to indicate the defended point.
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value: the name of the file that contains the icon.
warn-message~font: the font used for the advisory or warning messages that are displayed
prior to BATMAN or ROBIN.
value: the name of the file that contains the font.
zoompic: the icon in BATMAN that represents the zoom function.
value: the name of the file that contains the icon.
12.2.5 Performance-Measures Parameters
heads updist: the distance in nautical miles a Red-force platform must be less than to be
within "heads-up" range of a task force.
value: a positive integer.
stats saveevents: whether or not the consequences of users' tactical actions during
BATMAN should be saved to compute performance measures.
value: y if the events should be saved; n if they should not be.
statssaveresults: whether or not the performance measures themselves should be saved
in the users' directories.
value: y if performance measures should be saved; n if they should not be.
12.2.6 User-Database Parameters
buttoncolor: the color of panel-buttons to add/delete users.
value: the form string for this parameter should be "color offset". Color is specified in
the "color map" file mentioned above; offset indicates a variation in color, e.g., "red 8"
would set button_color to the eighth variation of red.
playerpanelborder pic: an icon of a thin dark horizontal line used as a border between
the "operations" and "list of users" panels displayed when the user is adding, deleting, or
selecting users.
value: the name of the file that contains the icon.
uinfoborder-color: the background color of the screen when entering a new user's name
and social security number.
value: a string of the form: "color offset". See buttoncolor above.
userbgcolor: the color of empty slots in the "list of users" panel.
value: a string of the form: "color offset". See buttoncolor above.
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userfgcolor: the color of users' names in the "list of users" panel.
value: a string of the form: "color offset". See buttoncolor above.
username border color: the border color around users' names in the "list of users" panel.
value: a string of the form: "color offset". See buttoncolor above.
12.3

Sample Platform-Configuration Parameters

The following example illustrates an F-14 fighter entry from the Object-Definition database
which appears in the .defaults file. For further elucidation it is recommended that software
maintenance engineers refer to a copy of the .defaults file.
/object/parameter
/f14/forceid
/f 4/statsjtype
etc.
13.0

"value"
"BLUE"
"AIR"

Graphic Database

This database contains all the icons or graphic objects used in BATMAN & ROBIN. These
are in Sun raster-file format, and each exists in its own file (Pixrect Reference Manual, 1988).
14.0

Scenario Database

The scenario database is comprised of standard text files which are created by ROBIN and
used by BATMAN. The UNIX utilities "cat" and "more" can be used to view these files. This
database is stored in the directory specified by the data-path parameter from the ObjectDefinition Database.
Each scenario is split into two files: a Blue-force file and a Red-force file. These contain all
the necessary data for the Blue and Red forces for a specific scenario. The format for
filenames is "red" or "blue" followed by a scenario number, e.g., the files for scenario 10
would be red.10 and blue.10. Scenario numbers range from 1-999.
In addition to these files, there are three support files used for scenario management:
blue.1000, red.1000, and scenario index. These files are also located in the directory
specified by datapath. The blue.1000 and red.1000 files are used as templates to build the
blue.n and red.n files. The scenario-index file lists the defined scenarios by number.
14.1

Blue-Force File

The Blue-force file lists air, surface, and subsurface platforms as well as weapons that are
available for allocation, deployment, and management in a BATMAN scenario. This file is
read in by BATMAN to initialize scenario data structures.
The first field in this file is the task-force designator. BATMAN & ROBIN can handle a
maximum of three Blue task forces: TFA, TFB, and TFC. Following the task-force
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designator line, is a list of the platforms in a specific task force. In each line, the number of
platforms is listed followed by their NATO names.
A few special rules apply when a platform is an aircraft carrier. First, there can be no more
than one carrier per task force. Second, the carrier platform line must contain a list of the
aircraft and weapons that are on-board. The format of the aircraft and weapons line must be
the same as the other platform lines. Finally, if there is a carrier in the task force, it must be
the first platform defined.
Following the carrier definition is a list of escort platforms in the task force. After all the
platforms for a task force are defined, the next task-force definition starts, if there is more
than one task force in a scenario. The following is an example of a Blue-force file with one
task force, i.e., TFA.

I
FORCE A

1 cvn

1
24 f 14
18 fal8
9 e2c
6 ka6
9 a6
5 a7
5 s3b
400 phoenix
50 sparrow
300 sidewinder
50 harm
0 harpoon
100 walleye
50 rockeye
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50 mk82

)
2 cgn
3 cg
4 dd
2 ddg

5 ff
1 ffg
9 ssn

I

14.2

Red-Force File

The Red-force file contains a summary of the tactical situation, a list of the available Red
platforms, and track-movement definitions for each Red platform.
14.2.1 Tactical-Situation Section
In a manner similar to the Object-Definition Database, a tactical situation is described by a
set of parameters, each holding a particular value. This provides a uniform method for
describing a variety of battle scenarios. The following is a brief description of each parameter
from the Tactical-Situation section of a Red-force file.
DEFCON: reserved for future use.
Headlines: reserved for future use.
Intelligence-Information: reserved for future use.
Messages: reserved for future use.
RedPlatforms: indicates the name and amount of each Red platform defined for the
scenario.
value: a list of Red platforms separated by spaces, where each platform is followed
by a positive integer which indicates how many of a specific type. The following
scenario would have two Victor submarines and five Blackjack bombers:
Red_Platforms: Victor 2 Blackjack 5
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ROEs: reserved for future use.
SeaState: reserved for future use.
ThreatAxes and Bases: reserved for future use.
Time-Warp: specifies a time-warp for the scenario.
value: a positive integer between and including one and 100.
Title: reserved for future use.
Vi-lat and VIIon: the latitude and longitude of V/L.
value: real numbers, e.g., (VIljat = 15.00, VI lon = -80.00). The latitude and
longitude of V/L will lie somewhere in the scenario's warfare theater.
WarfareTheater: the warfare area for the battle.
value: at this time the following theaters are available, but not limited to:
arabiansea, beringsea, caribbean, japan-sea, kamchatkapeninsula, mediterranean,
murmansk, north atlantic, persiangulf, and southeast_asia.
Weather: reserved for future use.
14.2.2 Red-Tracks Section
This section contains a series of records defining the movement tracks for Red-force
platforms in a scenario. Unlike the tactical situation-display parameters, the Red-track
definitions are listed on contiguous lines without breaks or comments. Hence, it is difficult for
the user to decipher the contents of these records. This track data is primarily designed to be
read by BATMAN when the scenario is initialized, or by ROBIN when the scenario is
modified.
Platform-track data is represented by a tree structure with nodes and vectors. A node is a
location where one or more platforms of the same type move together. Each node may have
one or more vectors depicting segments of the movement path for an individual platform or
swarms of them. The last vector for a node is either the terminal point, or the position where
the swarm splits into subswarms or individual platforms.
14.2.3 Sample Red-Force file
The following is an example of tactical-situation section of a Red-force file:
Title

• reserved for future use

WarfareTheater

: caribbean

VIlat

:15.00

VIIon

: -80.00
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ThreatAxesandBases

: reserved for future use

DEFCON
ROEs

reserved for future use
: reserved for future use

IntelligenceInformation

reserved for future use

Weather

: reserved for future use

SeaState

reserved for future use

Messages

: reserved for future use

Headlines

reserved for future use

TimeWarp

:10

RedPlatforms

• Victor 2 Blackjack 5 Charlie 10

swarm_track : beg.-plat 7 end-plat 17 name Charlie starttime 0
trackvector: lat 16.23 Ion -74.53 altitude -100 speed 20
trackvector: lat 15.37 Ion -75.06 altitude -100 speed 20
trackvector: lat 14.90 Ion -75.89 altitude -100 speed 20
trackvector: lat 14.97 Ion -76.39 altitude -100 speed 20
swarmtrack : beg-plat 2 end-plat 7 name Blackjack starttime 0
trackvector: lat 16.23 Ion -74.53 altitude 20000 speed 400 chaff 1
trackvector: lat 15.37 Ion -75.06 altitude 20000 speed 400 jam 62
trackvector: lat 14.90 Ion -75.89 altitude 20000 speed 400 chaff 1jam 15
trackvector: lat 14.97 Ion -76.39 altitude 20000 speed 400
swarmtrack : beg-plat 0 end-plat 2 name Victor starttime 0
trackvector: lat 14.97 Ion -76.39 altitude -100 speed 20
trackvector: lat 15.21 Ion -79.27 altitude -100 speed 20
15.0

User-Performance Database

The User-Performance database consists of multivariate performance measures stored in
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standard text files. Each BATMAN & ROBIN user is given their own UNIX directory which
contains identifying information and all performance measures for a user. BATMAN &
ROBIN can maintain more than names and social security numbers of users, e.g., number of
flight hours or other descriptive data.
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